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SOFTWARE & CONTROLS

Now in our 34th Year



1-800-4A FAGOR
www.fagorautomation.com

Manufacturer of CNC Systems, Servo Motors & Drives,
Feedback Systems, DRO Systems & Motion Control Systems

Worldwide Reliability

US Head Offi  ce: Chicago 800-423-2467
Chicago – Florida – Los Angeles – New Jersey – Montreal – Dallas – Toronto

In Aerospace, the questi ons 
are always the same...
How fast? How accurate? How is the fi nish? 

It’s a 
FAGOR

Fagor’s unique integrated platf orm 
brings together every electronic element 
of your machine — The CNC, Servo Motors and Drives, 
Linear and/or Angular Feedback – to work in perfect harmony and intelligently 
selecti ng and executi ng the algorithms to exceed your expectati ons  — EVERYTIME!

Question Is_CNCWest_US.indd   1 2/10/2014   12:30 PM



DIFFICULT MATERIALS 
MADE EASY

LESS CHATTER. SHORTER CYCLES. 
YOU CAN HEAR THE DIFFERENCE. 
Mastercam’s Dynamic Toolpaths deliver a consistent chip load,  
making difficult material easier to cut. That means longer tool life, 
reduced machine wear, and shortened run times.

See and hear the difference at Mastercam.com/dynamic.

For more information, visit  
mastercam.com/dynamic 
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Our Biggest April/May
Issue in Years Promises 
Some Good Reading 

When I think of April I think of the beginning of baseball season, 
the opening of trout season in the eastern sierra which I have attended 
since 1977 and the April/May software & controls issue of CNC 
WEST. I guess most people would add taxes to that list but my wife 
is so darn efficient, they are taken care of in March if not sooner. Plus 
the less I think about taxes the happier I am.

This years April/May issue is one of our best and biggest for April/
May ever. There are some very good articles about shops and the soft-
ware they use.

Our cover article details a Washington state shop that feels that 
their VERICUT CAD/CAM is as important as the expensive machines 
on the floor. They feel they program faster and have more confidence 
in their machining knowing their software has their back. They feel it 
is 100% necessary to have tool verification before they do the work. 

Another article describes how an Ontario, CA shop was having 
a difficult time with the paperwork needed for aerospace work. The 
company had bought Henning Shop Management software but really 
did not utilize. Luckily a part time employee in high school thought 
it would be fun to figure it out and the company has not looked back 
since. And that part time employee is now the GM of the shop.

 Our final story about software deals with Radial Chip Thinning or 
RCT. A Kent, Washington shop wanted to utilize the benefits of RCT 
but did not know how to go about it. Then the shop found that Master-
cam their CAD/CAM software had numerous functions for Dynamic 
Motion Technology which was designed to realize the benefits of 
RCT.

A story about a southern California Aerospace shop tells the story 
of how this aerospace shop likes to have all Okuma machines because 
they love the controls on the machines among numerous reasons.

There are numerous other feature articles in this issue along with 
our normal departments of Industry News, New Products and Product 
Review. I hope you enjoy this issue and thanks for being a subscriber.

              
Sincerely

Shawn Arnold
Shawn Arnold
Publisher
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Affordable metrology 
for the lab and 
production.
ZEISS DuraMax

ZEISS DuraMax Family
Small, affordable CMMs for the lab and production

The expanded ZEISS DuraMax family eliminates the need for fixed gauges in any environment at an 
affordable price. Equipped with the VAST XXT scanning sensor from ZEISS, it can even be used to capture 
contours and freeform surfaces. The DuraMax LTE has the capabilities and footprint that make it ideal for 
smaller inspection labs. The standard shopfloor DuraMax is perfect for a rough production environment, 
now with enhanced models offering a rotary table and an even higher operating temperature range.

www.zeiss.com/duramax

// RELIABILITY
    MADE BY ZEISS
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Phoenix
602.437.2220

Los Angeles
714.521.2507

Chicago
847.783.6800

Detroit
248.624.8601

Charlotte
704.587.0507

San Francisco
510.636.1430

CORPORATE OFFICE TECHNICAL CENTER AND SHOWROOM
65 Union Avenue, Sudbury, MA 01776
978.443.5388 | sales@methodsmachine.com

www.methodsmachine.com

TECHNICAL CENTERS FROM COAST TO COAST

M A C H I N E  T O O L S ■ T U R N K E Y  S O L U T I O N S A U T O M A T I O N  C E L L S P A R T S  A N D  S E R V I C E T O O L I N G■ ■ ■

Los Angeles
Sales: 714.521.2507

San Francisco
Sales: 510.636.1430

ARE YOU ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTIONS?
How good is your suppliers service department? How many qualifi ed service engineers 
do they have? What is their typical response time? What territories do they cover?
With 20 service engineers in our West Coast offi ces, Methods is prepared for 24 hour response time. Every day 
our staff of service engineers are on the road or in fl ight to handle on-site repairs, maintenance and installation. 
Backed by the Methods Corporate Headquarters, our West Coast offi ces are committed to continuous 
improvements, and supporting our customers from installation to completion, and beyond. 
Ask us about our 5-year parts and labor warranty!

“[Methods service engineers] showed a very professional 
business attitude and respect for not only the company 
they work for, but the customers that Methods supports. 
Guys like that are a huge asset to a company and they 
did a great job, so... THANK YOU.”

–Ken Rowe, K&T Machine Inc.

“Ryan recently performed service on our Robodrill. 
His performance was exemplary. He is very polite, 
intelligent and dedicated, and did a superb job.”

–Sudhir Jain, Wightman Engineering Services, Inc.

Ryan Carr, 
Service Engineer
Methods Machine Tools, 
West Coast Offi ces

CALL: 
855.668.4262

Covering CA, WA, OR, NV
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ISCAR's Winning Edge Drilling Innovations

Excellent Cylindricity 
and Superb Surface Finish!

New Heads Provide up to 12XD Drilling, 
No Need for Preholes!

Self

Machining Intelligently
ISCAR HIGH Q LINES www.iscarmetals.com

STARTUP AD USA CNC WEST 8.375X10.875.indd   1 1/24/16   8:55 AM
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EXEC  H    TLINE

Continued	on	page	96.....

Boeing Huntington Beach Gets 
Army Contract

Boeing Defense, Space & Security has been 
awarded an $18.4 million Army contract, 
which includes options for Tri-band radome 
and mounting rings to be placed on the C-17A 
military transport aircraft. Boeing was the 
only company to submit a bid for the firm-fixed-
price contract. The labor will be conducted 
in Huntington Beach, Calif., and should be 
finished on Sept. 30, 2017.

Air Force  Orders Hundreds of 
Raytheon AMRAAM Air-to-Air 
Missiles  

   U.S. Air Force airborne weapons experts 
are ordering several hundred of the nation’s 
most sophisticated radar-guided air-to-air 
missiles under terms of a contract modifica-
tion announced in mid March.

Officials of the Air Force Life Cycle Man-
ager Center at Eglin Air Force Base, Fla., are 
awarding a $573 million contract modification 
to the Raytheon Co. Missile Systems segment 
in Tucson, Ariz., for Lot 30 production of the 
AIM-120 Advanced Medium Range Air to Air Mis-
sile (AMRAAM) for the U.S. Air Force and Navy.

AMRAAM is one of the world’s most advanced 
all-weather, all-environment medium range air-
to-air missiles. 

Manufacturing Summit Draws 
Hundreds to Downtown Fresno 
   Industry executives, government officials 
and students hoping to land a job flocked to 
the Fresno Convention Center in mid-March to 
attend the 2016 San Joaquin Valley Manufac-
turing Summit.

The day-long summit was presented by the San 
Joaquin Valley Regional Industry Clusters Ini-
tiative and included 16 informational breakout 
sessions as well as keynote addresses from 
Fresno Mayor Ashley Swearengin, Jay Williams, 
assistant secretary of the U.S. Economic De-
velopment Association and Brent Weil, senior 
vice president of The Manufacturing Institute.

Mike Betts, chairman and CEO of Fresno-based 
manufacturer Betts Co., was one of the driv-
ing forces behind this year’s summit. Betts is 

also the chairman of the Advanced Manufactur-
ing Cluster Initiative, which is administered 
through the Office of Community & Economic 
Development at Fresno State.

“We couldn’t be more excited because this 
year’s summit is much bigger than last year’s,” 
Betts said. “More and more manufacturers are 
joining us as Fresno really is becoming the 
manufacturing hub of California.”

Betts said the Advanced Manufacturing Clus-
ter Initiative “really wants to be the voice 
for manufacturing in our area.” About 700 
people attended this year’s summit, which 
featured twice as many exhibitors as last 
year’s event.

Summit breakout sessions spotlighted some of 
the hottest current industry trends, includ-
ing 3-D printing and additive manufacturing, 
robotics, ‘up-training’ and Six Sigma.

Raytheon Tucson Gets Big Order 
Modification

Raytheon Missile Systems, Tucson, Arizona, 
is being awarded a $37,615,875 modification to 
a previously awarded contract  to exercise an 
option for Standard Missile-2 and Standard 
Missile-6 engineering and technical services 
to ensure continuity in production, design 
integrity, and total systems integration of 
the missile round and its components. Work 
will be performed in Tucson, Arizona (98 per-
cent); St. Petersburg, Florida (1 percent); 
and Sacramento, California (1 percent), and 
is expected to be completed by September 2017

United Airlines Adds 25 Planes 
to Boeing Order

United Airlines said it would buy 25 single-
aisle aircraft from Boeing Co in addition to 
the 40 it had ordered earlier. 

Reuters reported in February that United 
Airlines had placed a new order for the 126-
seat Boeing 737-700 aircraft, which would be 
worth just over $2 billion at list prices.
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Perfection in motion.

The SR-38B offers greater capacity and capability.
With 38mm capacity, B-axis versatility, and our efficient Star Motion Control System, the 
NEW 10-axis SR-38B Automatic Lathe raises the bar in productivity, accuracy and versatility.

•  Designed for complex machining with rigid construction design to handle bar stock up to 1-1/2” (1.500) diameter.

•  Fully independent 8-station back working with Y-axis for overlapping back work with  
     a variety of tooling available.  

• Two tool turning capability for heavy turning.

•  Power-driven B-axis capable of working with  
main/sub-spindle.

•  Large list of tooling is available for various  
machining operations.

•  Suitable for long or short components, can be  
used with or without guide bushing.

• Capacity, versatility and precision in one package.

Introducing a NEW dimension 
to machining complex parts.

STAR-103 SR-38B Ad-CNC-West.indd   1 3/7/16   1:51 PM
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Like us on Facebook for updates  
on all the Weapons of Mass Production

PATENT NUMBERS
7,153,067      7,367,754

WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE
The mighty Gorilla Mill is now 

WWW.CGCTOOL.COM   |   866-888-9600 September 12-17, 2016

BOOF #W101
McCormick Place, Chicago, IL

WEAPONS OF MASS 
PRODUCTION

®

CNC-West-fullpage-v3.indd   1 4/8/16   1:45 PM
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3” x 4” (75mm x 100mm)

5” x 6” (125mm x 150mm)

6” x 10” (150mm x 250mm)

5 ht
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6” x 10” (150mm x 250mm)

5 ht

TOP 5 REASONS
shops are buying the Doosan DNM series over other VMC models:

#5...   Probe ready (pre-wired)

#4...   230 psi through spindle coolant with 10 micron cyclonic filter

#3...   3 year limited machine parts warranty

#2...   Rigidity, reliability, accuracy and performance - at the best price point in the industry

#1...    Backed by 100+ years of Ellison engineering expertise 
   - to help your business be more profitable.

TRAVELS (X, Y, Z):

»  DNM 400 II: 30” x 17” x 20”

»  DNM 500 II: 40” x 21” x 20”

»  DNM 650 II: 50” x 26.4” x 24.6”

»  DNM 750 II: 64.2” x 30” x 25.6”

»  DNM 750L II: 85” x 30” x 25.6”

»  Light tower included

»  Schneeberger Roller Guideways

»  Portable manual pulse generator

»  EZ operation package & EZ guide 
 i conversational programming

»  In stock with immediate delivery

HIGHLIGHTS:

»  Big Plus spindle - through 
spindle air blow included

»  30 tool ATC (40, 60 tool option)

»  FANUC control with USB port 
 & 10.4” color LCD display

»  Direct Coupled Spindle 
 (25 hp/12,000 RPM)

Buy NOW, Make No Payments for 5 months. (Contact Ellison for details.)

YOUR LOCAL CONTACT INFORMATION:

OREGON

Sales: (503)682-3280  Service: (253)246-0130

WASHINGTON

Sales: (253)872-1661 Service: (253)246-0130

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA   

Sales: (866)814-7238  Service: (800)994-0146

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA   

Sales: (562)949-8311  Service: (800)994-0146

PARTS: (888)207-2787

WWW.ELLISONTECHNOLOGIES.COM
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Machinery Sales Co.
17253 Chestnut Street     City of Industry, CA 91748
Phone: (800) 588-8111
Email: mail@mchysales.com    www.mchysales.com
Territory:  Southern CA, Nevada (Las Vegas Only)

mycenter®HX-500G

v i s i t  o u r  w e b s i t e  a t  w w w . k i t a m u r a - m a c h i n e r y . c o m
US Corporate Headquarters: 78 East Century Drive, Wheeling, IL 60090  T: 847.520.7755     F: 847.520.7763

Feature Packed, Value Driven
Machining Challenges - Simplif ied®

�   Solid Box Way Construction 

�   Proven Twin Ballscrew Design in X & Y Axis 

�   Excellent Operator Accessibility 

�   Choose #50 12,000rpm, High Torque Geared Head Spindle or 
#40 20,000rpm, High Speed Geared Head Spindle Configurations 

�   Linear Scale Feedback on X, Y & Z Axes with B Axis Rotary Scale

Advanced Arumatik® Control 
provides Effortless Operation, 
Super-smooth Control Process 

and 
Super Fast Machining of 

Complex Workpieces

Hogue Precision Machinery
1033 Bartch Avenue, P.O. Box 651     Patterson, CA 95363
Phone: (209) 892-5649
Email: hogueprecision@aol.com
Territory: Northern CA, WA, OR, Nevada  (except Las Vegas)

Synchronized two piece door actuated 
by scissor mechanism. 
Standard Door Interlock for safety

40T ATC Standard!  Rear loading 
station for easy maintenance

Standard Lift Up Conveyor 
can be positioned on either 
left or right-hand 
side of the machine

Arumatik ®-Jr. Advanced 
CNC Controller 
offers a swivel panel for 
operator convenience

3-Block, Double Roller LM Guide System
Ultra-super-high rigidity.  

Long term smooth motion operation.

®

Install a Mycenter-4XiD and that small amount of 

floorspace will become the most productive in your 

shop! This VMC is simply amazing. Power, speed, 

capacity and a host of performance features 

including Kitamura’s exclusive Arumatik® Jr. CNC . . . 

the Mycenter-4XiD’s got it all! 

� Powerful, High-Precision 35hp Spindle
� Class-Leading High-Capacity 40 Tool ATC
� Large 1,016 x 508 x 508mm (40" x 20" x 20") X,Y, Z Travels for   
 Maximum Machining Flexibility
� High-Grade Solid Cast Construction
� 3-Block, Double Roller LM Guide System
� Compact Space-Saving Design - only a 3,058.2 x 2,293.6mm 
 120.4" x 90.3" Footprint. Truly the size of a 30" machine!
� Extraordinary Chip Removal

From roughing to fine finishing, the Mycenter-4XiD 
easily cuts a wide variety of materials. It brings a 
whole new dimension to VMC versatility.

Large Work Envelope with Smooth Chip Flow
 ■ Base Wash & Coolant Shower
 ■ Dual Internal Chip Augers
 ■ X & Z Axes are Completely Covered

Machining Challenges - Simplif  iedPut Punch in Your
PRODUCTION

Vertical Machining Center

Check out these value-driven performance features:
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rigors of launch, landing, deployment and a two-year prime 
mission on the surface of Mars. 

The InSight mission draws upon a strong international 
partnership led by principal investigator Bruce Banerdt of 
JPL. The lander’s Heat Flow and Physical Properties Pack-
age is provided by the German Aerospace Center (DLR). 
This probe will hammer itself to a depth of about 16 feet (5 
meters) into the ground beside the lander. 

JPL manages InSight for NASA’s Science Mission Direc-
torate. InSight is part of NASA’s Discovery Program, man-
aged by the agency’s Marshall Space Flight Center in Hunts-
ville, Alabama. The InSight spacecraft, including cruise 
stage and lander, was built and tested by Lockheed Martin 
Space Systems in Denver. It was delivered to Vandenberg Air 
Force Base, California, in December 2015 in preparation for 
launch, and returned to Lockheed Martin’s Colorado facility 
last month for storage until spacecraft preparations resume 
in 2017. 

NASA is on an ambitious journey to Mars that includes 
sending humans to the Red Planet, and that work remains on 
track. Robotic spacecraft are leading the way for NASA’s 
Mars Exploration Program, with the upcoming Mars 2020 
rover being designed and built, the Opportunity and Curios-
ity rovers exploring the Martian surface, the Odyssey and 
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter spacecraft currently orbiting 
the planet, along with the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile 
Evolution Mission (MAVEN) orbiter, which is helping sci-
entists understand what happened to the Martian atmosphere.

NASA and CNES also are participating in ESA’s (Euro-
pean Space Agency’s) Mars Express mission currently op-
erating at Mars. NASA is participating on ESA’s 2016 and 
2018 ExoMars missions, including providing telecommuni-
cation radios for ESA’s 2016 orbiter and a critical element of 
a key astrobiology instrument on the 2018 ExoMars rover.

NASA’s Interior Exploration using Seismic Investiga-
tions, Geodesy and Heat Transport (InSight) mission to 
study the deep interior of Mars is targeting a new launch 
window that begins May 5, 2018, with a Mars landing 
scheduled for Nov. 26, 2018. 

InSight’s primary goal is to help us understand how 
rocky planets -- including Earth -- formed and evolved. 
The spacecraft had been on track to launch this month until 
a vacuum leak in its prime science instrument prompted 
NASA in December to suspend preparations for launch. 

InSight project managers recently briefed officials at 
NASA and France’s space agency, Centre National d’Études 
Spatiales (CNES), on a path forward; the proposed plan to 
redesign the science instrument was accepted in support of 
a 2018 launch.

“The science goals of InSight are compelling, and the 
NASA and CNES plans to overcome the technical challeng-
es are sound,” said John Grunsfeld, associate administrator 
for NASA’s Science Mission Directorate in Washington. 
“The quest to understand the interior of Mars has been a 
longstanding goal of planetary scientists for decades. We’re 
excited to be back on the path for a launch, now in 2018.”  

NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Cali-
fornia, will redesign, build and conduct qualifications of the 
new vacuum enclosure for the Seismic Experiment for Inte-
rior Structure (SEIS), the component that failed in Decem-
ber. CNES will lead instrument level integration and test 
activities, allowing the InSight Project to take advantage 
of each organization’s proven strengths. The two agencies 
have worked closely together to establish a project sched-
ule that accommodates these plans, and scheduled interim 
reviews over the next six months to assess technical prog-
ress and continued feasibility. 

The cost of the two-year delay is being assessed. An 
estimate is expected in August, once arrangements with the 
launch vehicle provider have been made.  

 The seismometer instrument’s main sensors need to 
operate within a vacuum chamber to provide the exquisite 
sensitivity needed for measuring ground movements as 
small as half the radius of a hydrogen atom. The rework 
of the seismometer’s vacuum container will result in a fin-
ished, thoroughly tested instrument in 2017 that will main-
tain a high degree of vacuum around the sensors through 

NASA Targets 
May 2018 Launch 
of Mars InSight 
Mission

Photo	credit	NASA/JPL-Caltech
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Single-spindle
lathes

V-R

Twin-spindle,
4-axis lathes

2SP-V

3-axis vertical
turning centers

VTM

5-axis combination
lathe/machining centers

VTM-YB

From small parts to large parts, the range of Okuma vertical lathes includes chuck diameters from 

17.72” to 78.74” and handles parts from a few pounds to 11 tons. At Okuma, our number one job 

is to open possibilities for the future of manufacturing. Which Okuma vertical lathe will open exciting 

possibilities for your company’s future?

SINGLE-SPINDLE OR DUAL-SPINDLE, SMALL OR LARGE, STANDARD TURNING, 

MULTI-TASKING OR EVEN 5-AXIS—WE HAVE THEM ALL.

Contact your local Okuma distributor for more information, or visit okuma.com/americas

GOSIGER  
Fullerton, CA 
(714) 446-7770

GOSIGER 
Kent, WA 
(877) 866-0982

Hartwig, Inc.  
Houston, TX 
(713) 749-9600

GOSIGER 
San Jose, CA 
(925) 371-2333

Hartwig, Inc.  
Irving, TV 
(972) 790-8200
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Using FeatureCAM has also al-
lowed his business to machine parts 
he was not able to tackle before 
thanks to the toolpath simulation 
capabilities. “FeatureCAM is really 
fast at programming and then you 
can test the results just as quickly on 
the computer to see what works and 
what doesn’t work,” he explained. 
“This means we don’t have to waste 
time, effort and materials testing on 
the machine.”

Mr. Hogan praises Delcam for 
its support team, recommending 
them as “top notch”. “When I have 
a problem, I can send the team pro-
grams that I have created. They will 
tell me where I went wrong, correct 
the program and then send me back 
the corrected file. They never show 
any impatience with me like other 

support people have done.”
“The main reason I recommend FeatureCAM is because, 

when I go onto the track, I feel safe getting into the car. I can 
focus completely on the task in hand. I don’t have things go-
ing on in the back of my head “Is this right?”: “Is that right?” 
I just think “Go!””.

 

 

Achieving the right balance between speed and safety 
is essential for everyone associated with motor racing, and 
not just on the track. Hogan’s Racing Manifolds is able to 
achieve an outstanding level of speed and reliability when 
machining its parts thanks to Delcam’s FeatureCAM fea-
ture-based CAM software. 

              Hogan’s Racing Manifolds is a family firm with 
a nearly forty year history of successful manifold manu-
facture. It operates out of a state-of-the-art facility in Santa 
Maria, California, designing and manufacturing custom in-
take manifolds for a variety of applications in the automo-
tive industry, including drag racing and street cars. 

Tyler Hogan, President of Hogan’s Racing Manifolds 
is passionate about his industry, claiming that “there is 
nothing like the rush of launching a dragster and going that 
quick.” However, he is conscious of the need for precision 
and reliability in producing components to ensure safety in 
his racing manifolds.

As everything is custom-built to order, speed and sim-
plicity of design and machining is of optimum importance 
to Hogan’s Racing Manifolds. In this fast-paced environ-
ment, the company is always working to a tight deadline, 
which is why FeatureCAM’s speed of programming is so 
important. Mr. Hogan explained that, when he first used 
FeatureCAM, he could design, program and make a part 
within “a couple of days”. “That’s not an exaggeration, 
that’s really how it was,” he remembered. 

Delcam’s FeatureCAM Combines Speed 
and Safety at Hogan’s Racing
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King Machine, LLC. has more than 30+ years of man-
ufacturing expertise in the Pacific Northwest.  The 
original owner started King Machine in 1978 and 

ran it until 2013 when he sold it to a group of local machin-
ists wanting their own company.  King Machine had always 
done aerospace work, but for older airplane programs that 
were drawing based, like the Boeing 747 and 767.  They didn’t 
have the ability to work effectively with newer, digital only 
programs designed in CATIA.  “The company needed an up-
grade in technology and tools to compete on newer airplane 
programs,” explains vice president and general manager Dale 
Lyski.  “The first thing we did after the sale was complete was 
invest in technology. We purchased CATIA, VERICUT and 
a Brown and Sharpe CMM.” For Dale and his partners these 
were the bare bone necessities needed to compete in the cur-
rent marketplace.  King Machine was an attractive purchase 
because it already had a Boeing supplier code, ISO certifica-
tion, and a quality system.  This was the foundation needed 
to grow the company without having the added hassle and 
expense of starting from scratch. “When we took over on Au-
gust 6th, 2013 there were 12 people working here with barely 
enough work to keep them busy.  We now have 42 employees 
on staff and our sales have grown at a similar pace.”

Dale and his partners all worked together for twenty plus 
years for a local privately owned machining business.  That 
business was purchased by a private equity group, then sold 
again to large public company.  “Going from a private, family 
run business, to a private equity, and then to a public company 
was a big transition,” describes Dale.  Within a year and a half 
of the last sale most of the management had left the organiza-
tion and gone off to do other things.  They took away a lot 
of experience and applied it here.  Each of the partners has 
their own expertise, so there are never too many cooks in the 
same kitchen.  Keith Mehus is the president of King Machine 
and was the general manager at the previous company they 
all worked.  Dale handled the operations and engineering at 
the old place and continues to do so at King Machine.  Rick 
Huffman is down on the shop floor as production manager, 
while Mark Henderson handles business development.  Mark 
formed good relationships with customers at the prior com-
pany and was instrumental in getting the ball rolling in the 
new direction at King Machine. 

King Machine is primarily a milling shop, but they do 
mill-turn work when needed. “We don’t actively pursue turn-
ing only jobs,” tells Dale. “We focus on what we do best; high 
speed machining of large aluminum structures.”  Structural 

aerospace parts for the fuselage, leading edge, trailing edge 
and wing fill up the 13 CNC machining centers in the 26,000 
sq.ft. facility in Mukilteo, Washington.  The first new machine 
added to the shop floor was a Matsuura MAM72-100H.  It’s 
a 5 axis high speed horizontal with 240 tools and a 42” work 
envelope.  They also added a Fastems cell with 20 pallets and 
two loading stations.  “We sold out the capacity on the Mat-
suura rather quickly,” comments Dale.  “So we added a second 
Matsuura MAM72-100H to the 20 pallet cell.  The two ma-
chines share the Fastems system and there is room for a further 
expansion of ten more pallets and one more 5 axis machine.”  
Bigger isn’t necessarily better every time, and as the number 
of orders increased production manager Rick Huffman saw a 
need for a slightly smaller machine.  “Not all the new orders 
were suited for the larger Matsuura 5 axis machines,” explains 
Rick.  “To achieve better machining efficiency on some of the 
smaller parts we purchased a 4 axis dual pallet Makino a51nx 
horizontal to take up the task.  We are near reaching capacity 
on that machine already, but are ready to add a second one next 
to the first.”  The majority of parts King Machine produces are 
for Boeing Commercial.  Since 2013 they’ve more than tripled 

the company’s statement of work.  “Most of the parts we build 
ship to tier 1 Boeing suppliers,” describes Dale.  “Our goal is to 
do more direct business with them in the future without sacri-
ficing customer service to our existing customers.”

One of the first calls King Machine’s new ownership made 
was to CG Tech’s Scott Michalek.  “Scott is the local VERICUT 
rep and we’ve known him forever,” tells Dale. “Our opinion is 
that VERICUT the best of its kind on the market, and it is a 
product our programmers have experience using.  We’ve al-
ways had great success using it and can’t imagine using any-
thing else.  No investment in technology is complete without it.”

John Madison and Dave Jennings started programming with 
pencils on pads of paper back in the early 80’s. They are King 
Machine’s programming Gods and echo Dale’s thoughts about 
VERICUT.  According to Dave, “With the complexity of mod-
ern aerospace components, and the speed of the machines it is 
100% mandatory to have tool path verification to be able to do 
the work.”  King Machine uses VERICUT’s machine simulation 
for all the machines and finds it especially useful on the high-
speed 4 and 5 axis milling centers.  They model every tool, every 
nut, every bolt, and every tombstone.  “Not all the tombstones 
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GROWING BUSINESS THROUGH
RELATIONSHIPS, CUSTOMER

SATISFACTION AND TECHNOLOGY
John Madison (top left) and Dave Jennings (top right) have been programming CNC for 30+ years. Neither of them can imagine working in a shop that doesn’t have 

VERICUT simulation software. They program faster and have more confidence in what they do knowing that something has their back and is going to check their work.  
Nothing gets run on any machine without the operator knowing 100% that is has been proved out in VERICUT first.

Dale Lyski and his partners Keith Mehus, Rick Huffman, and Mark Henderson made 
a heavy investment in technology to compete in marketplace.
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because it already had a Boeing supplier code, ISO certifica-
tion, and a quality system.  This was the foundation needed 
to grow the company without having the added hassle and 
expense of starting from scratch. “When we took over on Au-
gust 6th, 2013 there were 12 people working here with barely 
enough work to keep them busy.  We now have 42 employees 
on staff and our sales have grown at a similar pace.”

Dale and his partners all worked together for twenty plus 
years for a local privately owned machining business.  That 
business was purchased by a private equity group, then sold 
again to large public company.  “Going from a private, family 
run business, to a private equity, and then to a public company 
was a big transition,” describes Dale.  Within a year and a half 
of the last sale most of the management had left the organiza-
tion and gone off to do other things.  They took away a lot 
of experience and applied it here.  Each of the partners has 
their own expertise, so there are never too many cooks in the 
same kitchen.  Keith Mehus is the president of King Machine 
and was the general manager at the previous company they 
all worked.  Dale handled the operations and engineering at 
the old place and continues to do so at King Machine.  Rick 
Huffman is down on the shop floor as production manager, 
while Mark Henderson handles business development.  Mark 
formed good relationships with customers at the prior com-
pany and was instrumental in getting the ball rolling in the 
new direction at King Machine. 

King Machine is primarily a milling shop, but they do 
mill-turn work when needed. “We don’t actively pursue turn-
ing only jobs,” tells Dale. “We focus on what we do best; high 
speed machining of large aluminum structures.”  Structural 

aerospace parts for the fuselage, leading edge, trailing edge 
and wing fill up the 13 CNC machining centers in the 26,000 
sq.ft. facility in Mukilteo, Washington.  The first new machine 
added to the shop floor was a Matsuura MAM72-100H.  It’s 
a 5 axis high speed horizontal with 240 tools and a 42” work 
envelope.  They also added a Fastems cell with 20 pallets and 
two loading stations.  “We sold out the capacity on the Mat-
suura rather quickly,” comments Dale.  “So we added a second 
Matsuura MAM72-100H to the 20 pallet cell.  The two ma-
chines share the Fastems system and there is room for a further 
expansion of ten more pallets and one more 5 axis machine.”  
Bigger isn’t necessarily better every time, and as the number 
of orders increased production manager Rick Huffman saw a 
need for a slightly smaller machine.  “Not all the new orders 
were suited for the larger Matsuura 5 axis machines,” explains 
Rick.  “To achieve better machining efficiency on some of the 
smaller parts we purchased a 4 axis dual pallet Makino a51nx 
horizontal to take up the task.  We are near reaching capacity 
on that machine already, but are ready to add a second one next 
to the first.”  The majority of parts King Machine produces are 
for Boeing Commercial.  Since 2013 they’ve more than tripled 

the company’s statement of work.  “Most of the parts we build 
ship to tier 1 Boeing suppliers,” describes Dale.  “Our goal is to 
do more direct business with them in the future without sacri-
ficing customer service to our existing customers.”

One of the first calls King Machine’s new ownership made 
was to CG Tech’s Scott Michalek.  “Scott is the local VERICUT 
rep and we’ve known him forever,” tells Dale. “Our opinion is 
that VERICUT the best of its kind on the market, and it is a 
product our programmers have experience using.  We’ve al-
ways had great success using it and can’t imagine using any-
thing else.  No investment in technology is complete without it.”

John Madison and Dave Jennings started programming with 
pencils on pads of paper back in the early 80’s. They are King 
Machine’s programming Gods and echo Dale’s thoughts about 
VERICUT.  According to Dave, “With the complexity of mod-
ern aerospace components, and the speed of the machines it is 
100% mandatory to have tool path verification to be able to do 
the work.”  King Machine uses VERICUT’s machine simulation 
for all the machines and finds it especially useful on the high-
speed 4 and 5 axis milling centers.  They model every tool, every 
nut, every bolt, and every tombstone.  “Not all the tombstones 
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Dale Lyski and his partners Keith Mehus, Rick Huffman, and Mark Henderson made 
a heavy investment in technology to compete in marketplace.
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are the same,” tells John. “They are different shapes with a va-
riety of different fixtures and dimensions, so modeling them is 
essential to preserve the equipment.  When you are rolling stuff 
around on 5 axis you have to be aware of everything. A pretty 
standard practice in the estimating department is to put a part 
on a machine that is a tad larger than the machine’s work enve-
lope.  With everything modeled out on all our machines we will 
know right away if it is even possible. We can spin the machine 
around manually and confirm it is good to go.”

Nothing touches any of the machines without going through 
VERICUT first. Operators at King Machine won’t even run a 
part unless they are 100% positive that it was proved out in 
VERICUT first.  “VERICUT gives us a lot more confidence in 
what we do,” explains Dave.  “It makes me a faster programmer 
because I know it has my back and will catch any errors no mat-
ter how big or small.  It allows us to do things like be more ag-
gressive on our rapid clearance planes without worrying about 
making a mistake that could cost time and money.” VERICUT 

doesn’t just assist the programmers, it instills 
confidence in the people operating and setting 
up the machines.  “The guys in the shop never 
doubt that what we give them will work,” con-
tinues John. “There is no trial and error only 
cutting on deliverable parts right out of the 
gate.  The guys are doing setups on at least 8 
part numbers a day.  We would never be able to 
have that efficiency without using VERICUT.” 

Dave and John use VERICUT’s simulation 
for more than just maximizing cutting paths.  
Creating inspection sketches and reviewing 
run time budgets are easily done right from 
the VERICUT software.  “It takes only a few 
minutes to generate an inspection sketch,” de-
scribes Dave.  “Click on a few features and it 
documents the dimensions of those features.  
It not only notes the feature dimensions, but 
also notes which tool generated that feature.  
So for example if the wall is oversized the shop 
knows tool 25 made that feature. They can 
then inspect tool 25 to see if it needs replace-
ment.”  When King Machine quotes a job and 

Technology investments were not limited to manufacturing and software.  King Machine purchased a chip pucker and a coolant recovery system to save money. They 
create a fair amount swarf by hogging out large pieces of aluminum billets. Those chips go into a hopper before being pressed in hydraulic cylinder to create a puck the 
size of a soup can.  In the process of doing that it removes all the coolant from the puck that they then collect and recycle.  They get a higher scrap value and it takes up 

less space.  They were spending 5-6 thousand dollars a month in coolant.  That cost has gone down significantly since the acquisition of the recovery system.

is awarded a contract everything has a budget.  Materials, out-
side processes, machine time are all based off the quote.  John 
and Dave double-check those budgets by using VERICUT.  “If 
estimating has 45 minutes in the budget, but our simulation 
proves out at 55 minutes we know to go back and see where 
the problem is.  Sometimes the solution is to move it to another 
machine for better efficiency, but sometimes not.  As program-
mers we always make it a point to beat the time given to us by 
the estimating department, and 90% of the time we do thanks 
to VERICUT.”

Going forward Dale, and King Machine’s goals are to fill the 
current machining centers to capacity and manage a consistent 
growth rate.  “We have enough space to continue at this rate for 
another couple of years,” explains Dale.  “After that we might 
need to expand on this site or find a larger building.  When 

companies get larger they seem to let customer service falter.  
“We don’t want to do business like that.”  King Machine focus-
es a lot of effort on customer satisfaction by supplying qual-
ity parts, on time, at the lowest possible cost.  They take pride 
in actually answering the phone and email.  “We are growing 
the business based on relationships and customer satisfaction,” 
concludes Dale.  “We want to do business the right way.  We 
have no interest in selling out to a larger company.  We are com-
mitted to growing this one and being a high quality, high preci-
sion shop with unbeatable customer satisfaction.”

Left – King Machine utilizes shrink fit tool holders and optical tool pre-setter to improve accuracy, part quality, tool life, and speed.
Right – Example of shrink fit tool holder versus an older style set screw style end mill tool holder.

Left - The Matsuura 5 axis are both armed with 240 tools each. Center - The Fastems 20 pallet system is shared between both Matsuura machines and has room for 10 
more pallets and the addition of another milling center. Right – Lane Huffman loads fixtures onto one of the Makino’s two pallets.

Adding a Brown and Sharpe CMM was one of the first technology upgrades King Machine made after the 
new owners took control.  They are using PC-DMIS to overlay over CATIA for the CMM programming.
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know right away if it is even possible. We can spin the machine 
around manually and confirm it is good to go.”
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VERICUT first.  “VERICUT gives us a lot more confidence in 
what we do,” explains Dave.  “It makes me a faster programmer 
because I know it has my back and will catch any errors no mat-
ter how big or small.  It allows us to do things like be more ag-
gressive on our rapid clearance planes without worrying about 
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Creating inspection sketches and reviewing 
run time budgets are easily done right from 
the VERICUT software.  “It takes only a few 
minutes to generate an inspection sketch,” de-
scribes Dave.  “Click on a few features and it 
documents the dimensions of those features.  
It not only notes the feature dimensions, but 
also notes which tool generated that feature.  
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mers we always make it a point to beat the time given to us by 
the estimating department, and 90% of the time we do thanks 
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growth rate.  “We have enough space to continue at this rate for 
another couple of years,” explains Dale.  “After that we might 
need to expand on this site or find a larger building.  When 
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ity parts, on time, at the lowest possible cost.  They take pride 
in actually answering the phone and email.  “We are growing 
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wanted to make sure we bought the best option for us, and not 
just stick with something we were familiar with. Turns out the 
folks at Gosiger had exactly what we were looking for.”

Johnson Precision’s Okuma LV3000 with dual turrets, sin-
gle spindle and milling capabilities was installed a year and a 
half ago and Paul couldn’t be more pleased. “After having the 
LV3000 on our floor for only a couple months it cemented the 
vision of where we needed to go.” A year later Johnson Preci-
sion purchased two additional Okuma LT2000s. Both are twin 
turret and twin spindle with milling. “Back in the 90’s when 
the industry went from manual machines to CNC it was a big 
paradigm shift. You needed to get with it or be faced with get-
ting left behind. I feel that we are in the beginning stages of 
another industry wide transformation. At least in aerospace I 
don’t know how you will be able to compete without automa-
tion taking low value labor out to reduce your costs. Compa-
nies will not be able to offer raises or maintain benefits, if you 
are not changing the way you manufacture.”

“Having past experience with Okuma helped us a little,” 
explains Johnson Precision’s production manager Mark Gar-
rison. “But the new technology is so far beyond what we had 
before it was almost like starting over. The robotic function to 
make parts completely changed the way we think. With dual 
turrets, dual spindles and milling capabilities the idea is you 

feed in bars and get a completed part coming out. Bar to box 
we like to say.” Mark Garrison started with the company 24 
years ago running a hand chucker and is the second most sea-
soned employee in the shop. At the time they had only two 
CNC machines. “The most significant change I’ve seen in my 
two and half decades here is the new Okuma machines. This 
next evolution in CNC is as big a jump for us as it was go-
ing to CNC from manual. We understand milling and turning, 
but the learning curve for us came via the robotic function of 
exchanging the part from the front side to the back side. For-
tunately, Okuma mirrored the back spindle so we don’t have to 
think in negative numbers.”

Advanced Technology CNC Machinist Mark Jacobsen was 
the first employee to embrace the new technology machines 
and now leads the advancement within the company. “I’ve 
worked on Okumas for 25 years,” tells Jacobsen. “I love their 
controls and was the first to volunteer for training on the new 
machines. It was a lot of pressure and a lot of work to get things 
dialed in, but now I’m training other guys to run them and the 
payoff has been huge.” Both Marks report seeing cutting times 
decreased by half. It is like running three machines at the same 
time, so it is easy to divide the process time by two. “We are 
still in the infancy of learning everything these machines will 
do,” continues Jacobsen. “But 8 minute parts are now taking 

Johnson Precision started out manufacturing tabletop 
speed lathes in a garage 40 years ago. Paul Johnson, the 
company’s founder was an exceptional machinist and 

produced a product far better than his competitors through 
quality and precision machining. His original design is still in 
use today in Johnson Precision’s deburring department. Paul 
might have been a great machinist, but not great at sales and 
marketing of his product, so eventually it was duplicated. They 
lost market share for the product, but their ability to produce 
precision parts led them to a bigger building and into the aero-
space industry.

The early 70’s saw Johnson Precision move from being an 
actual garage shop in Stanton to their first building a small ma-
chine shop in an industrial area of Santa Ana, CA. Paul Cronin 
took over the business in 2005. “I came on board while we were 
still in the old building. It was overfilled and there was no place 
for inventory, raw castings, and desks cramped together; it was 
like walking a maze. Things could only pile up and we needed 
more room. Bar feeders were limited in use because we lacked 
the space to run full bars. It really was like being crammed in a 
garage. We knew if we were going to advance to the next level as 
a company, we needed a facility with room to grow. We moved 
here to our 12,000sq.ft. manufacturing facility right before the 
recession in 2008. It gave us more elbow room and was the first 
step in us becoming less of a garage shop and more of a process 
oriented company.” Johnson Precision made the move with 24 
employees and now has 32 running two shifts 5 days a week.

Aerospace is the meat and potatoes at Johnson Precision 
with some petroleum, industrial and automotive thrown in as 
side dishes. They primarily work in aluminum and stainless, 

but it is not uncommon to see more exotic alloys like Stellite, 
Inconel or Titanium on some parts. “With the quality systems 
you need in place to perform aerospace work you really want 
to concentrate your efforts to leverage that certification capa-
bility,” explains Paul. “The majority of what we do is aerospace 
for customers like Parker, Eaton and CIRCOR. Moving forward 
those core customers are looking for price discounts and we 
have to find ways to make that happen.” 

Since the recession, Johnson Precision has put an empha-
sis on process improvement and undergoes continuous train-
ing to reduce labor inefficiencies both in the shop, inspection 
and in the office. “The only true factor of production costs that 
I directly control is labor efficiency,” tells Paul. We learned a 
long time ago that there was no place here for people who can’t 
adapt. Our team is amazing; we have made significant prog-
ress and have set goals to raise the bar further. We have a good 
balance between more experienced personnel and young eager 
guys learning their way. Both have certain strengths and inspire 
each other, it’s a great blend.” The initial thought was to reduce 
cost via buying faster machines to do the work. Upon further 
investigation Paul and his team realized that was the “way of the 
past” and they would need more than just speed to move them 
ahead. “We had to look at taking out the low value labor tasks 
where possible, putting in automation and then leverage that 
automation,” details Paul. “I wanted to turn the production crew 
into specialists that manage the automation.” Johnson Precision 
researched a variety of different manufactures before deciding 
on a brand that would take them to the next level of manufac-
turing. “We really liked the latest generation of Okumas,” states 
Paul. “We have had a number of Okuma lathes in the shop, but 
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The milling department is next on the list for a full upgrade. Paul anticipates the first 
machine will be a small multi-axis milling center. 

The vintage lathe department is filled with Okuma and Takisawa turning centers.

A couple features Paul really liked on the Okumas are the 16 station turrets,
the amount of turret spacing for longer back side tools, and how the fixtures around the 

tool holders are good and solid.

Doanh Ho utilizes the Okuma Advanced One Touch programming hub for all three machines.

Left to right: Peter Coreaga, Doanh Ho, Mark Jacobsen, Paul Cronin, Mark Garrison, Luis Ramirez, Rene’ Ramirez
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wanted to make sure we bought the best option for us, and not 
just stick with something we were familiar with. Turns out the 
folks at Gosiger had exactly what we were looking for.”

Johnson Precision’s Okuma LV3000 with dual turrets, sin-
gle spindle and milling capabilities was installed a year and a 
half ago and Paul couldn’t be more pleased. “After having the 
LV3000 on our floor for only a couple months it cemented the 
vision of where we needed to go.” A year later Johnson Preci-
sion purchased two additional Okuma LT2000s. Both are twin 
turret and twin spindle with milling. “Back in the 90’s when 
the industry went from manual machines to CNC it was a big 
paradigm shift. You needed to get with it or be faced with get-
ting left behind. I feel that we are in the beginning stages of 
another industry wide transformation. At least in aerospace I 
don’t know how you will be able to compete without automa-
tion taking low value labor out to reduce your costs. Compa-
nies will not be able to offer raises or maintain benefits, if you 
are not changing the way you manufacture.”

“Having past experience with Okuma helped us a little,” 
explains Johnson Precision’s production manager Mark Gar-
rison. “But the new technology is so far beyond what we had 
before it was almost like starting over. The robotic function to 
make parts completely changed the way we think. With dual 
turrets, dual spindles and milling capabilities the idea is you 

feed in bars and get a completed part coming out. Bar to box 
we like to say.” Mark Garrison started with the company 24 
years ago running a hand chucker and is the second most sea-
soned employee in the shop. At the time they had only two 
CNC machines. “The most significant change I’ve seen in my 
two and half decades here is the new Okuma machines. This 
next evolution in CNC is as big a jump for us as it was go-
ing to CNC from manual. We understand milling and turning, 
but the learning curve for us came via the robotic function of 
exchanging the part from the front side to the back side. For-
tunately, Okuma mirrored the back spindle so we don’t have to 
think in negative numbers.”

Advanced Technology CNC Machinist Mark Jacobsen was 
the first employee to embrace the new technology machines 
and now leads the advancement within the company. “I’ve 
worked on Okumas for 25 years,” tells Jacobsen. “I love their 
controls and was the first to volunteer for training on the new 
machines. It was a lot of pressure and a lot of work to get things 
dialed in, but now I’m training other guys to run them and the 
payoff has been huge.” Both Marks report seeing cutting times 
decreased by half. It is like running three machines at the same 
time, so it is easy to divide the process time by two. “We are 
still in the infancy of learning everything these machines will 
do,” continues Jacobsen. “But 8 minute parts are now taking 

Johnson Precision started out manufacturing tabletop 
speed lathes in a garage 40 years ago. Paul Johnson, the 
company’s founder was an exceptional machinist and 

produced a product far better than his competitors through 
quality and precision machining. His original design is still in 
use today in Johnson Precision’s deburring department. Paul 
might have been a great machinist, but not great at sales and 
marketing of his product, so eventually it was duplicated. They 
lost market share for the product, but their ability to produce 
precision parts led them to a bigger building and into the aero-
space industry.

The early 70’s saw Johnson Precision move from being an 
actual garage shop in Stanton to their first building a small ma-
chine shop in an industrial area of Santa Ana, CA. Paul Cronin 
took over the business in 2005. “I came on board while we were 
still in the old building. It was overfilled and there was no place 
for inventory, raw castings, and desks cramped together; it was 
like walking a maze. Things could only pile up and we needed 
more room. Bar feeders were limited in use because we lacked 
the space to run full bars. It really was like being crammed in a 
garage. We knew if we were going to advance to the next level as 
a company, we needed a facility with room to grow. We moved 
here to our 12,000sq.ft. manufacturing facility right before the 
recession in 2008. It gave us more elbow room and was the first 
step in us becoming less of a garage shop and more of a process 
oriented company.” Johnson Precision made the move with 24 
employees and now has 32 running two shifts 5 days a week.

Aerospace is the meat and potatoes at Johnson Precision 
with some petroleum, industrial and automotive thrown in as 
side dishes. They primarily work in aluminum and stainless, 

but it is not uncommon to see more exotic alloys like Stellite, 
Inconel or Titanium on some parts. “With the quality systems 
you need in place to perform aerospace work you really want 
to concentrate your efforts to leverage that certification capa-
bility,” explains Paul. “The majority of what we do is aerospace 
for customers like Parker, Eaton and CIRCOR. Moving forward 
those core customers are looking for price discounts and we 
have to find ways to make that happen.” 

Since the recession, Johnson Precision has put an empha-
sis on process improvement and undergoes continuous train-
ing to reduce labor inefficiencies both in the shop, inspection 
and in the office. “The only true factor of production costs that 
I directly control is labor efficiency,” tells Paul. We learned a 
long time ago that there was no place here for people who can’t 
adapt. Our team is amazing; we have made significant prog-
ress and have set goals to raise the bar further. We have a good 
balance between more experienced personnel and young eager 
guys learning their way. Both have certain strengths and inspire 
each other, it’s a great blend.” The initial thought was to reduce 
cost via buying faster machines to do the work. Upon further 
investigation Paul and his team realized that was the “way of the 
past” and they would need more than just speed to move them 
ahead. “We had to look at taking out the low value labor tasks 
where possible, putting in automation and then leverage that 
automation,” details Paul. “I wanted to turn the production crew 
into specialists that manage the automation.” Johnson Precision 
researched a variety of different manufactures before deciding 
on a brand that would take them to the next level of manufac-
turing. “We really liked the latest generation of Okumas,” states 
Paul. “We have had a number of Okuma lathes in the shop, but 
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The milling department is next on the list for a full upgrade. Paul anticipates the first 
machine will be a small multi-axis milling center. 

The vintage lathe department is filled with Okuma and Takisawa turning centers.

A couple features Paul really liked on the Okumas are the 16 station turrets,
the amount of turret spacing for longer back side tools, and how the fixtures around the 

tool holders are good and solid.

Doanh Ho utilizes the Okuma Advanced One Touch programming hub for all three machines.

Left to right: Peter Coreaga, Doanh Ho, Mark Jacobsen, Paul Cronin, Mark Garrison, Luis Ramirez, Rene’ Ramirez
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only 3-4 minutes.” Johnson Precision added a couple of key 
features to all the machines to help reduce risk and maximize 
efficiencies. “All three machines have collision avoidance,” tells 
Jacobsen. “It is a smart system that knows where everything is 
and keeps us from ruining tools and scrapping parts. Gosiger 
also sold us on the benefits of the Okuma Advanced One Touch 

programming hub. It is a high cost option, but it allows us to 
program all the machines off a single PC. This way I don’t have 
to buy One Touch for every machine and it is easy to upgrade 
and expand as needed.”

After stints in electrical engineering, medical imaging and 
fingerprint identification, Paul Cronin wanted something dif-
ferent and exciting to do. He found that and more at Johnson 
Precision. Right away you can see his passion for the work and 
for his workers. Paul’s dad was a master machinist and he al-
ways had a respect for making things. “I like people, and work-
ing where people make product is rewarding,” conveys Paul. “I 
feel like we are improving employee’s lives, the city, improving 
the state, and improving the country by making product. I like 
what we have evolved here. I’ve done a lot of different things, 
but working here is the most rewarding job I’ve had. When 
I hear that Johnson did a good job or that an employee went 
above and beyond for a customer it is very rewarding.” Cus-
tomer service is Johnson Precision’s strong suit. They have very 
high quality and delivery scores. Paul claims, “We will continue 
to evolve as a company and be proud of what we produce”.Bryan Equivel has done a fantastic job organizing the tool crib department, 

another support function that effects machinist output and efficiency.

In his 24 years at Johnson Precision production manager Mark Garrison feels 
the biggest advancement in the company has been the addition of the new 

Okuma multi spindle, multi turret lathes with milling capabilities.

Randy Pel in Johnson Precision’s deburring department still utilizes
Paul Johnson’s original speed lathe design.

The new Okuma turning and milling centers have changed the way Mark Jacobsen looks 
at parts. “You have to change your entire philosophy on how you run a part. You need to 
look at the print and see how to run it complete not run this side, then flip it and finish 

the other side. It is completely different from how we were doing it before.”
Bar to box is the new mantra at Johnson Precision.

Aerospace parts are the meat and potatoes at Johnson Precision. Parts range in size, quantity, alloys and all live up to the quality & precision they are known for.

Lean manufacturing concepts are not limited to just the shop floor. QC has been recently remodeled to provide much a much more user friendly work flow environment.

Continued on page 34
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only 3-4 minutes.” Johnson Precision added a couple of key 
features to all the machines to help reduce risk and maximize 
efficiencies. “All three machines have collision avoidance,” tells 
Jacobsen. “It is a smart system that knows where everything is 
and keeps us from ruining tools and scrapping parts. Gosiger 
also sold us on the benefits of the Okuma Advanced One Touch 

programming hub. It is a high cost option, but it allows us to 
program all the machines off a single PC. This way I don’t have 
to buy One Touch for every machine and it is easy to upgrade 
and expand as needed.”

After stints in electrical engineering, medical imaging and 
fingerprint identification, Paul Cronin wanted something dif-
ferent and exciting to do. He found that and more at Johnson 
Precision. Right away you can see his passion for the work and 
for his workers. Paul’s dad was a master machinist and he al-
ways had a respect for making things. “I like people, and work-
ing where people make product is rewarding,” conveys Paul. “I 
feel like we are improving employee’s lives, the city, improving 
the state, and improving the country by making product. I like 
what we have evolved here. I’ve done a lot of different things, 
but working here is the most rewarding job I’ve had. When 
I hear that Johnson did a good job or that an employee went 
above and beyond for a customer it is very rewarding.” Cus-
tomer service is Johnson Precision’s strong suit. They have very 
high quality and delivery scores. Paul claims, “We will continue 
to evolve as a company and be proud of what we produce”.Bryan Equivel has done a fantastic job organizing the tool crib department, 

another support function that effects machinist output and efficiency.

In his 24 years at Johnson Precision production manager Mark Garrison feels 
the biggest advancement in the company has been the addition of the new 

Okuma multi spindle, multi turret lathes with milling capabilities.

Randy Pel in Johnson Precision’s deburring department still utilizes
Paul Johnson’s original speed lathe design.

The new Okuma turning and milling centers have changed the way Mark Jacobsen looks 
at parts. “You have to change your entire philosophy on how you run a part. You need to 
look at the print and see how to run it complete not run this side, then flip it and finish 

the other side. It is completely different from how we were doing it before.”
Bar to box is the new mantra at Johnson Precision.

Aerospace parts are the meat and potatoes at Johnson Precision. Parts range in size, quantity, alloys and all live up to the quality & precision they are known for.

Lean manufacturing concepts are not limited to just the shop floor. QC has been recently remodeled to provide much a much more user friendly work flow environment.
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Precision. Right away you can see his passion for the work and 
for his workers. Paul’s dad was a master machinist and he al-
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ing where people make product is rewarding,” conveys Paul. “I 
feel like we are improving employee’s lives, the city, improving 
the state, and improving the country by making product. I like 
what we have evolved here. I’ve done a lot of different things, 
but working here is the most rewarding job I’ve had. When 
I hear that Johnson did a good job or that an employee went 
above and beyond for a customer it is very rewarding.” Cus-
tomer service is Johnson Precision’s strong suit. They have very 
high quality and delivery scores. Paul claims, “We will continue 
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the biggest advancement in the company has been the addition of the new 

Okuma multi spindle, multi turret lathes with milling capabilities.

Randy Pel in Johnson Precision’s deburring department still utilizes
Paul Johnson’s original speed lathe design.

The new Okuma turning and milling centers have changed the way Mark Jacobsen looks 
at parts. “You have to change your entire philosophy on how you run a part. You need to 
look at the print and see how to run it complete not run this side, then flip it and finish 

the other side. It is completely different from how we were doing it before.”
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M achining strategies taking advantage of a scientific 
principle known as Radial Chip Thinning (RCT) 
can dramatically improve material removal rates 

while reducing operating costs. Unfortunately, many shops 
are reluctant to apply the toolpaths that fully utilize RTC be-
cause they don’t think their older CNC equipment will han-
dle them. This was the case with James Roebuck, CNC mill 
supervisor for Automatic Products Inc., a Kent, Washington 
job shop with a diverse commercial and aerospace customer 
base. 

 James had heard a great deal about the benefits of RCT 
and how it could improve material removal rates and in-
crease tool life. His CAM software Mastercam® CAD/CAM 
software from CNC Software, Inc., has a significant num-
ber of toolpaths incorporating Dynamic Motion technology, 
which was designed to realize the benefits of RCT. However, 
after a series of tests, he didn’t think the technology could 
be applied to some of his company’s older CNC mills. The 
first couple of tests with Dynamic Milling fell short in the 
older mills for a couple of reasons. The first problem was 
data transfer. The enormous amounts of code generated by 
these sophisticated toolpaths were often too large for floppy 
disks. The next problem was the ability of the machine con-
trol to process the code. Even when the aging floppy transfer 
was successful, the machine control would not reach the pro-
grammed feed rates necessary to apply RTC. Unfortunately, 
nearly a year ticked by before dynamic motion would be 
used again at Automatic Products.

However, one night at home in 2014, James came across 
a YouTube video that made him take another look at Dy-
namic Motion technology. The video showed how an incon-
spicuous Mastercam feature called “Filtering” could be used 

to shrink the massive programs incorporating dynamic mo-
tion so that the files could be easily loaded into older CNC 
mills. Back at the shop, he created a program incorporating 
dynamic motion and quickly learned that filtering was the 
answer for managing code relative to size and machine con-
trol processing. The CNC program was easily loaded into 
one of the older mills, and cycle time for roughing operations 
was reduced by more than half. It wasn’t long before James 
was using Dynamic Motion technology wherever he could in 
CNC programs used on each of the eight mills in the shop.

Rapid RCT Paybacks
The essence of RCT is this: When a cutting tool’s stop-

over is 50% of the tool’s width or greater, the thickness of 
chips being removed at any speed remains constant. Howev-
er, at stepovers of less than 50%, the chip thickness becomes 
progressively smaller as the stopover decreases. Smaller 
chips require higher material removal rates to take heat away 
from the process enough to avoid thermal damage to the cut-
ting tool and the part. 

 When properly understood, this is very good news for 
machine shops because smaller stepovers combined with 
deeper cuts reduce wear on the tool, while the required high-
er material removal rates (in keeping with the cutting tool 
manufacturers chipload recommendations) have been known 
to improve roughing cycles by up to 500%. Mastercam’s Dy-
namic Motion technology makes it easy to implement this 
cutting strategy because it automatically generates toolpaths 
to maintain the constant chipload that this cutting strategy 
requires. 

 In addition, James said the reductions in tool wear have 
been “crazy good.” As an example of tool wear reduction, he 
cited a series of parts that used to burn up three, one-inch fine 

REALIZING RCT 
Simple CAM feature leads the way to productivity gains and cost
 reductions using Radial Chip Thinning
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pitch roughers, during the course of a single order. James 
used Mastercam to generate a Dynamic milling program us-
ing 500 sfm at a 7% stopover as his starting point. He said, 
“We roughed the entire order with one carbide end mill and 
when we were done, the tool still looked new. So we ran a 
second order with that same tool. The obvious reduction in 
tooling cost was really eye opening for us.” 

Automatic Products found that using a smaller cutter 
in conjunction with Dynamic Motion technology allows 
for much more detailed roughing. The smaller diameter 
tool means less tool changes and a lot less wear and tear on 
equipment.  

Chip management has also been dramatically improved 
with the use of Dynamic Motion technology. He said, “In 
the past, we used a lot of HSS fine pitch roughers. They still 
have their place but not in the same capacity. They make 
these little fish hook chips that lock up with each other to 
form a woven rug of doom that can break your chip auger if 
you are not careful. Usually we have to remove these types 
of chips by hand. Dynamic Motion technology produces a 
chip that usually washes away with the coolant and into the 
auger / conveyor where it belongs. The chips are just easier 
to deal with.”

Doubling Back and Moving Forward
  During the past year, Automatic Products has used 

Dynamic Motion technology with a wide range of new parts 
and a variety of materials, hard and soft, including 17-4 
stainless and aluminum. Mastercam allows James to write 
these programs faster than ever before because he no longer 
has to create custom geometry to rough complex shapes. 
The software will automatically apply the Dynamic Motion 
toolpath to the geometry selected from the part model, and 
optimize it to eliminate excessive air cutting.

The faster cycle times also have given James cause to 
consider reprogramming some of the legacy parts that the 
company has been making for many years. He said, “I wish 
I could reprogram everything, but there is just not enough 
time in the day. What we are doing now is looking at jobs 

that we can obviously knock a lot of time out of, starting 
with the places that have the most roughing. That’s what we 
concentrate on, and in the meantime, we have to move ahead 
with new projects.”

Automatic Products recently purchased an advanced 
5-axis machine to develop a more robust manufacturing pro-
cess for a new aerospace part, formerly being manufactured 
with acceptable results on a different 5-axis CNC. To expe-
dite the process, the company’s Mastercam Reseller, CIM-
tech, was instrumental in coordinating the development of a 
post processor for the equipment and Dynamic Motion tech-
nology to develop a more efficient manufacturing process 
that reduces machine cycles and tool costs. 

The customer had no complaints about the parts that were 
being produced by the previous manufacturing process but 
James explained, “You can’t leave big chunks of time laying 
in a job and expect to keep it. There’s always something to 
learn and you have to find time to stay current.”
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Kevin is currently developing structural dy-
namics finite-element models of the Orbital ATK-
manufactured solid rocket boosters (SRB) for 
integration into NASA’s new heavy-lift Space 
Launch System (SLS) coupled models for vehicle 
loads analysis. He is also generating dynamics 
environments for various locations on the SRB. 
These tasks ensure the rocket can withstand the 
enormous forces acting on it during launch and 
help to achieve mission success. 

When asked what he is most proud of in his 
work for SLS, Kevin says it is that he developed 
a new method for generating a reduced version 
of the SRB engineering model as part of the SLS 
structural loads prediction effort. This was a new 

requirement that our NASA customer asked us to perform 
to streamline our model-delivery process, and to enable our 
product to be better aligned with their working method. 

“What sparked my interest in engineering was seeing 
military aircrafts on display at an airshow at Edwards Air 
Force Base when I was in sixth grade,” Kevin said. “Interest 
in aircraft led me to work for an aerospace company out of 
college, and I’ve been with space industry ever since.”

Kevin also worked on commercial and military satellite 
programs at TRW in Redondo Beach. He then returned to 
Huntington Beach to work for Boeing on the Delta IV launch 
vehicle.

When Kevin is not at work, helping to ready NASA’s 
SLS for launch, he enjoys hiking, snowboarding, mountain 
biking, scuba diving, travelling and reading. 

“If someone wanted a career like mine, I would tell them 
to take all the science and math classes in school that you 
can to see where and what your interests are,” Kevin said. 
“Also, participate in STEM-related activities to see how the 
knowledge from math and science classes is used.”

 
 

Hailing from Huntington Beach, California, Kevin 
Nguyen is now a mechanical engineer at Orbital ATK in 
Utah.  

Kevin graduated from Edison High School, in Hunting-
ton Beach, California, and earned a bachelor’s degree in 
mechanical engineering from the University of California 
at Irvine. His first job out of college was at McDonnell 
Douglas Space System Company in his hometown of Hun-
tington Beach. While working there, he went to graduate 
school part-time at U.C. Irvine and earned his master’s de-
gree several years later.   What he enjoyed most about his 
hometown was the very mild and pleasant weather in the 
summer, due to being adjacent to Pacific Ocean. 

When asked what the greatest thing was about attend-
ing school and working in Southern California, Kevin says 
it was the diverse community. “It was good to be able to go 
to lunch at Peruvian, El Salvadoran or Cuban restaurants 
all within 15 miles of the workplace, and it was interesting 
to have with friends and co-workers who are immigrants 
from various countries or came to southern California from 
other states.”

Huntington Beach Native Now 
Engineers for NASA’s Space Launch 
System

Reader Profile
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If you’re faced with high-precision surface grinding of 
extra large components consider the ACC-CHiQ Series 
Double Column Grinders.They deliver a new degree of 
accuracy and efficiency making them ideal for 
demanding mold and die-base production grinding, and 
other rigorous large component grinding applications.

■ Ultra-rigid, heavy-duty double column design 
 and construction. 

■ Easy-to-use Okamoto iQ Touch Screen Control

■ Powerful 30hp spindle motor  

■ Double-V slideways assure true tracking and greater  
 table load support

■ Shift-Plunge Cycle for fast efficient stock removal

■ Multi-level grinding capability

■ Available GRIND-BIX High Productivity Coolant System  
 enables up to a 10 time increase in vertical infeed amounts

■ Surprisingly small footprint

S U R F A C E  ▲  I N T E R N A L  ▲  C Y L I N D R I C A L  ▲  U N I V E R S A L

Okamoto Corporation    370 Corporate Woods Parkway   Vernon Hills, IL 60061 USA   Tel: (847) 235-3500   Fax: (847) 235-3274
California Office:  14944 Shoemaker Ave., Unit J     Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670    Tel: (562) 921-0099   Fax: (562) 921-0199

Kentucky Office:  140 Production Ct.      Louisville, KY 40299   Tel: (502) 749-1506   Fax: (502) 749-1525
www.okamotocorp.com

Machine shown with options

GRIND-BIX High Productivity 
Coolant System

HIGH CAPACITY
High-Tech Grinding

Check out these value-driven performance features:

N. CALIFORNIA
Clancy Machine Tool, Inc.
Tel: 510-257-3200
www.clancymachinetool.com

OREGON
Ellison Technologies, Inc.
Tel: 503-682-3280
www.ellisontechnologies.com

WASHINGTON
Ellison Technologies, Inc.
Tel: 253-872-1661
www.ellisontechnologies.com

COLORADO
Hartwig, Inc.
Tel: 303-373-9450
www.hartwiginc.com

UTAH
Hartwig, Inc.
Tel: 801-231-5600
www.hartwiginc.com

S. CALIFORNIA
Machinery Sales Co.
Tel: 626-581-9211
www.mchysales.com
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we are able to provide customers 
with cost effective, high value, 
Machine-Ready Blanks that can 
reduce a shop’s overall cost by as 
much as 25% on a given produc-
tion job,” said Ben Belzer, Presi-
dent of TCI Precision Metals.”

 Custom Machine-Ready 
Blanks are precision milled to the 
customer’s net specifications and 
can be furnished as close as +/-
.0005” dimensionally and as close 
as .0002” in flatness, squareness 
and parallelism. Each Machine-
Ready Blank is deburred, cleaned 
and vacuum packaged – ready 
to go directly from receiving 
into CNC machining centers.  
Machine-Ready Blanks eliminate 
material prep, reduce set up time, 
part movement, scrap and wear 
and tear on machine tool inserts 
and cutters used to square material 
in process.  

 

 

 TCI Precision Metals recently announced the installation 
of its newest high tech milling machine.  The company re-
ports their new Amada, THV430 represents the pinnacle of 
technology and precision in duplex milling.  A TCI spokes-
man said the THV430 provides a 4X increase in throughput 
over traditional milling machines and will help TCI shorten 
customer lead time and handle increased demand for its 
Custom Machine-Ready Blanks™.

 TCI Machine-Ready Blanks are milled in width and 
length using the THV430’s specially designed twin spindle 
in one setup instead of two. This reduces set up time and 
increases efficiency.  One or more Machine-Ready Blanks 
can be produced together, up to the machines overall di-
mensional capacity of 16.93”W x 16.93”L x 5.91”H.   The 
value is passed to TCI customers through shorter lead-times 
and competitive pricing.  Quality from TCI Precision metals 
is a given, of course.

 “At TCI we continuously refine our equipment and 
processes to maximize quality and efficiency.   As a result, 

TCI Precision Metals Adds Latest Duplex 
Milling Technology
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Call your local Zeiss Distributor for More information.

Contura 40” x 48” $115,000

Southern California &
Southern NV
Pacific Inspection
Fred Kaifesh
949-916-4400
fred@pacificinspection.com

Northern California & NV
Precision Tool
Frank Black
408-774-1274
fblack@pretool.com

Oregon, Washington
Western Metrology Sales LLC
Tom Zitzelberger
503-559-5255
tom.zitzelberger@westernmet.com

ID, MT, WY
King Machine
George Cobb
208-345-9600
George@kingmach.com

AZ, UT, CO, NM
Total Quality Systems
Todd Johnson
602-228-3863
todd@tqscorp.com

ZEISS CMM too
    Expensive?

Includes:

-Installation
-Calibration
- Training
- Calypso Software Package
- Computer 
- Articulating head with over  
   20,000 positions.
- Zeiss Scanning
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EDGE BARFEEDER - Patriot 651
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The 1.37-inch (36mm) bar diameter sliding headstock CNC lathe has no 
guide bushing, providing many of the advantages of a Swiss machine, 
but with easy changeover. No ground-barstock, no long remnants, and 
lots of room inside for easy access to tools and faster setup. 

Standard Features Include: 
• 1.37” (36 mm) Bar Capacity

• 27 Total Tools with 11 Live Tools

• Full “C” Axis on Main & Sub Spindle

• High Performance Full “Y” Axis

• Parts Catcher with Conveyor Standard

• Chip Auger or Conveyor Standard

The full-featured control includes MPG, manual program retrace, 
multi-color workpiece graphics, and extensive canned cycles.
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Vertical Machining Centers    

CNC Slant Bed Turning Centers
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needed something more substantial to handle the rigor and pa-
perwork involved with aerospace work. What they didn’t real-
ize was that their quest for company-wide efficiency would be 
led by a high school girl, who worked part time, and thought 
it sounded fun. “I’ve been part of the family here at Millipart 
since before I was even born,” tells Millipart’s general manager 
Christine Contreras. “My mom, Delia has been with the com-
pany for 31 years. My brother and I grew up as shop kids. Our 
school was a block away and coming here to be gophers and 
part sorters was our daycare.” Years of working for a dime and 
snacks ended freshmen year in high school when Christine of-
ficially went on the payroll. “Christine has always been a go get-
ter and a self starter,” praises Scot. “We bought Henning shop 
management software in 2002, but never used more than 5% of 
it until she took the reins.”

After meeting with Billie Henning at the Westec show the 
Jamisons were sold on the idea of implementing the Henning 
shop management software into their business. “We looked at 
a bunch of options and decided on Henning because of their 
experience in machining. Henning used to be a machine shop 

so we trusted their knowledge of the industry. We liked that 
it was customizable to our specific needs.” Due to her school 
schedule Christine was only able to sit in on one of Billie’s train-
ing sessions. “It seamed like Billie was here all week,” explains 
Christine. “I wanted to learn, and be a part of the training, but 
could only make it to the inventory module session.” So armed 
with a pencil and paper Christine diligently took notes. “Next 
week comes along and Scot says alright lets use this new soft-
ware, does anyone know how? I said I have notes on inventory 
function. So my brother and I dug into it for fun.” Fun means 
different things to many people, but you can tell instantly by 
Christine’s facial expressions that sorting through a massive 
manual and trial and error is something she enjoys. “Our inven-

The Jamison family has owned and operated Millipart 
Inc. since 1954. Jim Jamison and Bill Bowers began 
machining parts with a Logan lathe and drill press 

in 1/3 of a garage in Ontario, CA. Jim bought out Bill in 1961 
as the company really started to take off. Jim’s sons Scot and 
Hunter joined him in 1969 and 1970. A few years later Jim’s 
eldest son Terry was coaxed from his engineering job at Garrett 
to join Millipart. With him came a wealth of experience and 
technical knowhow. That ushered in a new era of machining 
for Millipart. Although Terry is semi-retired now he still plays 
a part in the business as the three brothers head up the com-
pany their dad began so long ago. Currently the staff of 39 is 
composed of multiple family members from multiple families. 
Fathers and sons, mother and daughter, mothers and son, in-
laws, brothers, cousins-you name it and Millipart has it as part 
of their essential work force. 

“We’ve always been involved in aerospace,” tells Scot 
Jamison, president of Millipart Inc. “Ever since my dad moved 
away from the hardwood flooring business and into machining 
it was something we did. We started off by making small cam-
era parts for the aerospace industry and now that has escalated 
to pistons, shafts, and bushings.” They manufacture mostly in 
aluminum and stainless, but also have experience with exotics 
such as Stellite, Nitronic 60 and A286. Customers include sev-
eral divisions of Parker, Thales, Lockheed Martin, Woodward, 
Teledyne Controls, and Crissair. Parts range in size from a BB 
to a melon with softball being about average. The 12,000sq.foot 
shop is spread between five buildings and houses a mixture of 

milling and turning. 
“After growing out of 
four buildings over 
the years we moved to 
our current location in 
1971,” describes Scot. 
“It was a big jump up in 
size, but since then we 
have taken over more 
and more of the complex and have three times the space we 
originally had.”

Over the years Millipart has never been one to shy away 
from technology as it pertained to machining. They were early 
adopters of CNC and continue to manufacture state of the art 
parts with industry leading manufacturing brands. Milling is 
accomplished via a Fanuc Robodrill with pallet changer, a pair 
of Kitamura MyCenter with 5th axis, another Kitimura MyCen-
ter with a 4th axis tombstone and two Mori Seiki verticals. The 
turning department boasts 8 Femco Durga 25E and two Naka-
mura-Tome lathes. Millipart’s mill-turn centers really set them 
apart from the crowd. Purchased in the late 90’s, their quartette 
of Tsugami twin turret 6 axis machines are still running strong 
and turning out precision parts. “We have two 45mm spindle 
machines, a 60mm and one 80mm,” describes VP and produc-
tion oriented Hunter Jamison. “They are true workhorses for 
us. Set them up and they just go.”

Terry had created a home built Helix program used for es-
timating and purchasing, but in 2002 Millipart realized they 

MILLIPART INC.
SHOP MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE KEEPS COMPANY ON TRACK
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Above - Millipart is a family affair. Hunter’s son Hunter Jamison II, Hunter Jamison, Christine Contreras, Delia 
Reyes Glick, Scot Jamison, Scot’s son Brad and his wife Amanda.

Right - Eldest brother Terry Jamison is mostly retired but he still plays an vital role in Millipart’s manufacturing.

Top left - General manager Christine Contreras started at Millipart before 
she was even born. Now she heads up the operation and is a Henning shop 

management software specialist.

Top right - This screen is showing us a cool scheduling feature of the software.

Bottom right – Several Henning software modules- Customized CofC’s Inventory 
& production monitoring.

Millipart’s 12,000sq.ft. manufacturing facility is spread between 5 buildings that house milling, turning and mill-turn machining centers.
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needed something more substantial to handle the rigor and pa-
perwork involved with aerospace work. What they didn’t real-
ize was that their quest for company-wide efficiency would be 
led by a high school girl, who worked part time, and thought 
it sounded fun. “I’ve been part of the family here at Millipart 
since before I was even born,” tells Millipart’s general manager 
Christine Contreras. “My mom, Delia has been with the com-
pany for 31 years. My brother and I grew up as shop kids. Our 
school was a block away and coming here to be gophers and 
part sorters was our daycare.” Years of working for a dime and 
snacks ended freshmen year in high school when Christine of-
ficially went on the payroll. “Christine has always been a go get-
ter and a self starter,” praises Scot. “We bought Henning shop 
management software in 2002, but never used more than 5% of 
it until she took the reins.”

After meeting with Billie Henning at the Westec show the 
Jamisons were sold on the idea of implementing the Henning 
shop management software into their business. “We looked at 
a bunch of options and decided on Henning because of their 
experience in machining. Henning used to be a machine shop 

so we trusted their knowledge of the industry. We liked that 
it was customizable to our specific needs.” Due to her school 
schedule Christine was only able to sit in on one of Billie’s train-
ing sessions. “It seamed like Billie was here all week,” explains 
Christine. “I wanted to learn, and be a part of the training, but 
could only make it to the inventory module session.” So armed 
with a pencil and paper Christine diligently took notes. “Next 
week comes along and Scot says alright lets use this new soft-
ware, does anyone know how? I said I have notes on inventory 
function. So my brother and I dug into it for fun.” Fun means 
different things to many people, but you can tell instantly by 
Christine’s facial expressions that sorting through a massive 
manual and trial and error is something she enjoys. “Our inven-

The Jamison family has owned and operated Millipart 
Inc. since 1954. Jim Jamison and Bill Bowers began 
machining parts with a Logan lathe and drill press 

in 1/3 of a garage in Ontario, CA. Jim bought out Bill in 1961 
as the company really started to take off. Jim’s sons Scot and 
Hunter joined him in 1969 and 1970. A few years later Jim’s 
eldest son Terry was coaxed from his engineering job at Garrett 
to join Millipart. With him came a wealth of experience and 
technical knowhow. That ushered in a new era of machining 
for Millipart. Although Terry is semi-retired now he still plays 
a part in the business as the three brothers head up the com-
pany their dad began so long ago. Currently the staff of 39 is 
composed of multiple family members from multiple families. 
Fathers and sons, mother and daughter, mothers and son, in-
laws, brothers, cousins-you name it and Millipart has it as part 
of their essential work force. 

“We’ve always been involved in aerospace,” tells Scot 
Jamison, president of Millipart Inc. “Ever since my dad moved 
away from the hardwood flooring business and into machining 
it was something we did. We started off by making small cam-
era parts for the aerospace industry and now that has escalated 
to pistons, shafts, and bushings.” They manufacture mostly in 
aluminum and stainless, but also have experience with exotics 
such as Stellite, Nitronic 60 and A286. Customers include sev-
eral divisions of Parker, Thales, Lockheed Martin, Woodward, 
Teledyne Controls, and Crissair. Parts range in size from a BB 
to a melon with softball being about average. The 12,000sq.foot 
shop is spread between five buildings and houses a mixture of 

milling and turning. 
“After growing out of 
four buildings over 
the years we moved to 
our current location in 
1971,” describes Scot. 
“It was a big jump up in 
size, but since then we 
have taken over more 
and more of the complex and have three times the space we 
originally had.”

Over the years Millipart has never been one to shy away 
from technology as it pertained to machining. They were early 
adopters of CNC and continue to manufacture state of the art 
parts with industry leading manufacturing brands. Milling is 
accomplished via a Fanuc Robodrill with pallet changer, a pair 
of Kitamura MyCenter with 5th axis, another Kitimura MyCen-
ter with a 4th axis tombstone and two Mori Seiki verticals. The 
turning department boasts 8 Femco Durga 25E and two Naka-
mura-Tome lathes. Millipart’s mill-turn centers really set them 
apart from the crowd. Purchased in the late 90’s, their quartette 
of Tsugami twin turret 6 axis machines are still running strong 
and turning out precision parts. “We have two 45mm spindle 
machines, a 60mm and one 80mm,” describes VP and produc-
tion oriented Hunter Jamison. “They are true workhorses for 
us. Set them up and they just go.”

Terry had created a home built Helix program used for es-
timating and purchasing, but in 2002 Millipart realized they 

MILLIPART INC.
SHOP MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE KEEPS COMPANY ON TRACK
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Above - Millipart is a family affair. Hunter’s son Hunter Jamison II, Hunter Jamison, Christine Contreras, Delia 
Reyes Glick, Scot Jamison, Scot’s son Brad and his wife Amanda.

Right - Eldest brother Terry Jamison is mostly retired but he still plays an vital role in Millipart’s manufacturing.

Top left - General manager Christine Contreras started at Millipart before 
she was even born. Now she heads up the operation and is a Henning shop 

management software specialist.

Top right - This screen is showing us a cool scheduling feature of the software.

Bottom right – Several Henning software modules- Customized CofC’s Inventory 
& production monitoring.

Millipart’s 12,000sq.ft. manufacturing facility is spread between 5 buildings that house milling, turning and mill-turn machining centers.
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tory before was all on paper, hand written and hand calculated,” 
describes Christine. “It was a nightmare and you had to trust 
that the counts were right. The Henning system does the math 
for you, and it tells you the location in the storeroom. What a 
concept.” The new inventory management was especially use-
ful as more and more customers wanted JIT shipping. Millipart 
went from shipping a customer 2000 parts at a time to 12 per 
week. “The Henning software makes that so much easier,” tells 
Scot. “Without it we might go more nuts.”

After mastering inventory, Christine moved on to invoicing, 
but then back tracked to shipping so that the billing department 
could have shippers to go along with the invoices. It went on like 
this for module after module. Her thirst for knowledge grew as 
she implemented more and more of the Henning software into 
day-to-day operations. Henning has an annual user conference. 
Customers get together to trade tips, tricks and make sugges-
tions for future versions of the shop management software. “I’m 
a regular now,” explains Christine. “It is a fantastic event and a 
great way to leverage a large knowledge base of users. Every 
year you vote on the top ten best ideas presented. The winner 
gets implemented for free. We’ve had a lot of ideas in the top 
ten.” Christine is very excited about Henning’s new Scheduling 
Board. “We are moving away from our old Excel based system 
and magnetic boards and into real-time displays for each of the 
departments,” describes Christine. “The Scheduling Board is in-
tegrated right into our EstiTrack system and provides a simple 
concept for presenting important information to each of our 
departments and employees.”

Reliable computing is an issue everywhere and in order 
for the shop to run smoothly the computers all have to run 

smoothly. “Scot has the uncanny ability to kill computers faster 
than anyone I’ve ever met,” teases Christine. “Getting him to 
use the Henning software requires all our work stations to func-
tion properly, but most importantly his.” Prior to 2010, milling 
lead Tim Begeman handled the company’s IT issues, but as the 
company continued to grow he didn’t have time to maintain/
fix computers while programing and setting up the mills. “We 
needed reliable IT support and hired AMC Solutions to do the 
job,” tells Christine. “Not only do they take our calls at 7am on 
a Sunday morning, but they also keep one step ahead of the 
old guy who notoriously crushes the system. We are grateful to 
have them as part of our team.”

“Christine learning the modules, and training the people 
to use them earned her a slight raise,” jokes Scot. “Change is 
difficult, and it took someone young and eager embracing that 
change to move us forward. She is an enthusiastic learner, and 
an even better teacher.” Christine was office manager for a few 
years and unknowingly was promoted to general manager when 
they were getting AS certified. She saw her name on a form and 
it said general manager. “We change her title as needed,” admits 
Scot. “She embraces each one with determination and vigor. 
Today, she is head of public relations, but after this interview 
is over she can go back to being general manager and telling us 
all what to do.” In a small, family run business it is common for 
people to wear many hats. At Millipart Christine is a hat rack 
for good reason. She is already a giant among men, but the hats 
make her seem a little bit taller. 

Elmo Vilchez demonstrates pinch turning which is using two turrets with opposing force to turn close diameters on one of four 6-axis mill turn centers.

Left - Millipart is ISO 9001: 2008 and AS9100 C Certified. Tom Valles checks parts on the Mitutoyo brand CMM.
Right - Millipart specializes in commercial and military aerospace parts. Parts range in size and material.
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L2600SYThe                   
Multi-Tasking Turning Center

New Wedge Type Y-Axis CNC Lathe
The new L2600SY Multi-Tasking Turning Center provides heavy cutting in the Y-Axis milling mode,
while maintaining precision finishing in the turning mode. With its unique wedge style design, the
height of the slide is reduced, and the center of gravity is much closer to the box guideway system. 

The L2600SY also features box guideways in all axes, a “wedge” type Y-Axis in 
the milling mode, a 10 inch chuck on the main spindle, 
with a bar capacity of 81mm (3.19”), the spindle 
output of 30/25 hp. (max/cont.) provides 440 foot 
pounds of torque. With the additional sub-spindle, 
complex parts can be machined complete
in a single setup. 

Call today to find out more, and 
put the L2600SY to work for you tomorrow.

HORIZONTAL MACHINING CENTERS       |       VERTICAL MACHINING CENTERS       |       TURNING CENTERS      |       MULTI-TASKING MACHINES

Hyundai WIA  redefining engineering... redefining possibilities.

Northern California, Nevada
Clancy Machine Tools, Inc.  

Tel: 925-249-2299
www.clancymachinetool.com

Arizona
Hyundai WIA Machine America 

Tel: 630-625-5600
www.hyundai-wiamachine.com

Washington, Oregon
LMI Machinery   

Tel: 866-437-7315  
www.newusedmachines.com

Southern California
West Coast CNC, Inc. 

Tel: 626.357.8000 
www.westcoast-cnc.net

Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming
Todd Machinery, Inc.

Tel: 801-294-6390
www.toddmachinery.com

Corporate Offices and Technical Center
265 Spring Lake Dr., Itasca, IL 60143  •  Tel: 630-625-5600 

www.hyundai-wiamachine.com
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T he ever rising demand for more efficient means of 
machining grooves is directly linked to the increas-
ing complexity of parts. In short, more complex parts 

mean more grooves and the need for more intricate grooving 
operations to be undertaken.

As every industry and each material has its own unique 
characteristic grooving tool requirements, a wide range of di-
verse grooving solutions are needed to accommodate varied 
markets and material needs. While Iscar acknowledges there 
are many fine tooling companies to choose from this article 
will focus on Iscar products. Iscar’s standard range spans 
from widths of .020” up to 2.008”, internal bore diameters 
from .079” and up, economic pressed inserts vs. precision 
ground inserts and a wide range of chip formers and carbide 
grades.

Iscar’s grooving tools have a flexible design that allows 
the tools to perform side turning in both right and left-hand 
directions, enabling a more efficient machining process. This 
original Iscar innovation is well known and referred to as 
‘Groove-Turn’. Iscar’s many years of experience in pro-
viding first-class grooving solutions has enabled an exten-
sive standard range of highly efficient grooving tools to be 
launched.   

Drawing on the company’s detailed knowledge of the 
subject and its in-depth understanding of both conventional 
and exotic materials, Iscar’s  R&D department has devel-
oped a comprehensive range of advanced Groove-Turn tools.

Iscar boasts two high-quality product families that are 
designed specifically for heavy duty grooving and groove-
turn applications; SUMO GRIP and DOVE-IQ-GRIP [Fig. 
1]: The range is .315” – .787” and both families share the 
main advantageous properties that are essential for high per-

formance in this type of harsh application which includes the 
absence of an upper jaw across each range enabling unob-
structed chip flow. 

 The effective delivery of a direct coolant supply to ensure 
the tools’ cutting edges remain effective, even while cutting 
the deepest of grooves. In addition to substantially extended 
tool life, efficient coolant delivery increases productivity and 
results in improved surface finish. It also also provides a ro-
bust, rigid clamping system engineered to withstand heavy 
loads associated with heavy duty grooving environments.  

    Mindful that each industry has its own specific needs 
and complications, the staff of Iscar’s R&D department has 
worked closely with leading companies in all of the world’s 
main industrial sectors to ensure the delivery of highly ef-
ficient, industry specific grooving tools. 

As the vital components produced by the bearing indus-
try perform a critical role across an extensive and diverse 
range of applications, from machine tools to wind turbines, 
the technical staff at Iscar are familiar with the unique groov-
ing requirements of the bearing industry. The Iscar solutions 
provided accommodate the industry’s demanding precision 
and surface finish needs in conjunction with boosting pro-
ductivity. 

Iscar continues to work closely with leading bearing 

Figure 1 

Production Stuck in the 
Groove?
Article Provided by Iscar

Figure 2 
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manufactures to provide unique and innovative cost saving 
solutions such as profiling solutions based on V-lock inserts 
and unique multi-corner solutions.

 Mindful of the precision requirements of Swiss-Type 
machines and small lathe applications, Iscar is continuously 
increasing its offering in this fast growing market segment 
with the new Swiss Cut Innoval inserts, we are adding 
grooving inserts with effective pressed chip-formers. [Fig. 
2] Iscar’s standard grooving tools have been upgraded by 
the application of an innovative side clamping mechanism, 
which we feel is much more user friendly when used on 
Swiss-type machines. [Fig.3] Also in the mix for Swiss are 
Iscar’s Picco line for mini-internal grooving inserts which 
enables performing a groove from a bore diameter of .079”.

Over recent years the effective reduction of global air 
travel costs has enabled ever increasing numbers of passen-
gers to fly. This passenger increase has been made possible 
by the unremitting reductions in the cost of manufacturing 
aircraft.  The on-going ‘cost-down’ pressure means that 
aircraft and engine manufacturers continue to demand that 
subcontractors produce the same high-quality components 
at ever reduced prices. 

The challenge of delivering cost per part reductions 
each year, whilst maintaining profitability, has encouraged 
subcontractors to search for more efficient tooling solutions 
that will release the latent productivity potential of their 
expensive machine tools. Increasing numbers of aerospace 
manufacturers are turning to Iscar to enable the required ef-
ficiencies and ‘cost-down’ savings to be achieved. 

In addition to several other aerospace related sectors, Is-
car has long and extensive experience in providing efficient 
machining solutions for jet engine parts that are made from 
Titanium and a range of heat resistance alloys. In recent 
years Iscar vastly extended their standard products offer-

ings that are aimed at the aerospace industry’s challenging 
grooving applications.  

 To enable ever more efficiencies to be gained within 
the areas of aerospace grooving applications, [Fig 4] Iscar 
provides a huge range of modular adapters with JetCut pin-
pointed coolant directed precisely to the cutting edge. The 
entire range can be used with high pressure coolant up to 
5,000 PSI. The result is the effective delivery of coolant to 
the cutting edge extends tool life which enables doubling the 
cutting speeds. The new IC806 & IC804 grades dedicated 
and optimized for the effective machining of Titanium and 
heat resistance alloys.  

Iscar’s groove-turn products are extensively used in the 
automotive industry. The main automotive applications that 
employ these products are gear box components, synchroniz-
ing rings, shafts, pulleys, brake systems, turbo chargers and 
others. These applications run 24/7, almost totally unmanned, 
and therefore chips must be smaller and controlled to enable 
smooth operation of the machines. Iscar’s GIMN inserts are 
especially effective in these cases. In most cases, following 
heat treatment, a finishing operation is also needed. Iscar re-
ports their  GITM line of CBN tipped grooving inserts pro-
vide excellent performance in these hard operations of 50-68 
HRc.  

Wheel alloys are made of aluminum with magnesium and 
silicon additives that provide far superior mechanical proper-
ties when compared to pure aluminum.  Aluminum wheels 
are high strength and lighter compared to steel wheels, con-
sequently saving energy. 

As a leading tooling supplier to the global automotive 
sector, Iscar now provides a range of leading solutions for 
the efficient machining of aluminum wheels including unique 
inserts with a front stopper for extra stability and a new quick 
change system dedicated for aluminum wheels machining. 

Figure 3 Figure 4
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NEX-110
10” 3 jaw chuck with hole thru
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Collet chuck or 6” chuck
X /Z travel :  5.1” / 7.9”
Bar capacity : 1.65”
Spindle speed : 6,000 rpm
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CNC Software 
Many of us who grew up in the 70s and 80s began our CNC careers by writing 
G-code programs. Hand coding was time consuming and prone to errors. 
Modern programming techniques have significantly improved the process. We 
will review these processes individually over the next few issues. Lets begin by 
identifying the main software components in CNC programming. 

CAD  
Computer aided design: Engineers and designers use CAD to create 3D 
models and 2D drawings of components and assemblies. Machinists and CNC programmers use CAD to 
design workholding devices such soft jaws and fixtures. 

CAM 
Computer aided manufacturing: CNC programmers use CAM to apply toolpaths to 3D models. The 
toolpath is the trajectory that the cutting tool takes to remove raw material and create the desired 
geometry of the machined component. Toolpaths are then translated via the post processor into the G-
code programming language that is used by the machine controller to drive the CNC machine. 

Post Processor 
The post processor translates the tool motions and additional instructions from the CAM program into   
G-code. The post processor is usually a proprietary translator developed by each CAM software company 
to translate its CAM toolpaths into G-code. The post processor is a critical component in the process and 
must be developed custom for each brand of CNC machine and each specific machine controller within 
the product line. 

G-Code  
G-Code for the purpose of this article is used as a generic term to describe the CNC program. G-code is 
the most widely used CNC programming language, however machine tool brands that use G-code 
programming often use their own variations on the language and some CNC machine tool providers  
develop proprietary programming languages. The term G-code refers the the preparatory commands that 
drive the machine tool. For example G0 is a command that instructs the machine to move an axis at 
maximum speed. G1 instructs the machine to move an axis at a programmed feedrate. Each axis of the 
machine is instructed to move to defined coordinates to translate the programmed toolpaths to actual 
machine movement.  

Machine Simulation 
Machine simulation is a virtual machine tool environment that allows the programmer to test the CNC 
program for collisions between cutting tool, tool holder and workpiece. And to detect problems such as 
over travel or alarms in the machine controller. Machine simulation increases productivity by decreasing 
troubleshooting and prove-out time on the CNC Machine. 

Written by Derek Goodwin CAD/CAM Applications: Selway Machine Tool 
dgoodwin@selwaytool.com

By Derek Goodwin
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Industry News 
Star	Names	Nyman	
Machinery,	LLC	New	
Southern	California	
Distributor

  Nyman Machinery,LLC recently 
announced it’s appointment as the 
exclusive representative for Star CNC 
Swiss for all of Southern California. 
Nyman has formed a strategic alliance 
with Chris De Revere, president, of 
West Coast CNC to assist in distribu-
tion and territory coverage.

Jeff Nyman, president of Nyman 
Machinery, LLC has 36 years in the 
industry and is closing in on 30 years 
representing Star CNC. Jeff started out 
in the industry working with Brown 
& Sharpe in 1981 and worked there 
until 1984. He then went to Tornquist 
Machinery for 25 years a distributor 
that started selling Star CNC in 1988. 
Jeff left Tornquist and started his own 
company in 2009 and represented 
TMG Multi Axis Group which sold 
Star CNC. 

Mr. Nyman stated, “my goal is to 
increase Star’s customer base while 
maintaining superior customer service 
and support”.  Star’s west coast fac-
tory service center and show room are 
located in Yorba Linda, CA.

IBAG	Celebrates	75	Years
IBAG, with one of the world’s 

broadest line of machine tools spin-
dles, announces 75 years in business. 
Headquartered in Zurich, Switzerland, 
IBAG designs and manufactures 
spindles from 16mm to 360mm with 
speeds to 170,000 rpm. 

It serves a worldwide customer base 
providing sales, service and technical 
support. IBAG North America, North 
Haven, CT offers total sales, service 
support for milling, drilling and grind-
ing spindles as well as application 
engineering, and spindle/machine tool 
integration to optimize performance 
for new or retrofit machine tool ap-
plications.

DMG	Mori	Welcomes	New-
est	Partner	Haimer	USA	
Into	DMQP	Program

DMG Mori USA has officially 
named Haimer USA as a full pledged 
DMQP Partner. The DMQP (DMG 
Mori Qualified Products) Program was 
created by DMG Mori USA to provide 
their customers with the best of the 
best in peripherals for their machines. 
DMG Mori meticulously selects the 
suppliers in the DMQP Program in 
order to provide their customers with 
tooling equipment of superior perfor-
mance and maintainability. Through 
this program, DMG Mori customers 
have the opportunity to outfit their ma-
chines with the highest quality tooling 
technology, such as tool holders, mist 
collectors, measuring instruments, and 
coolant systems.

“After working with DMG Mori 
as a supplier for many years, we have 
built a strong relationship, both with 
the company and with their engineers. 
DMG Mori has recognized us as a 
tool holder manufacturer of the high-
est caliber and entrusted their shops 
with our tool holders. We are thrilled 
to now be a DMQP Program Partner 
and have the fullest confidence that 
DMG Mori’s customers will want and 
appreciate the high quality of our prod-
ucts, which perfectly complements 
their machines,” said Brendt Holden, 
president of Haimer USA.

As a new partner of the DMQP 
Program, Haimer products are now in-
cluded in DMG Mori’s comprehensive 
customer support program. 

Southwestern	Industries	
to	Host	Factory	Show-
room	Open	House	
(Rancho	Dominguez,	CA)

Southwestern Industries,  will 
showcase its TRAK 2OP portable 
VMC on May 10th and 11th at its fac-
tory showroom open house at  2605 

Homestead Place, Rancho Dominguez, 
CA 90220.  

Designed for second operation 
machining, the TRAK 2OP stream-
lines a shop’s workflow by bringing 
an additional spindle quickly and eas-
ily to an operator idled by the cycle 
time of his primary machine.  Like 
all Southwestern Industries’ products, 
it utilizes proven ProtoTRAK CNC 
technology with easy to learn and use 
conversational language programming.  
Programs can be generated either at the 
machine or remotely to perform tasks 
normally associated with second op-
eration machining including:  drilling, 
tapping, countersinking, face milling, 
and the machining of profiles, pockets, 
and bolt hole patterns.   

Other TRAK 2OP standard features 
include an 8-station tool changer that 
eliminates the need for manual tool 
changes, “built-in” Jergens™ ball 
locks that facilitate quick change-
overs, and a pallet jack. The latter is 
designed to allow a person to move 
the compact (2.5’ x 4’ footprint) TRAK 
2OP to any desired shop location 
within minutes to improve workflow.   

Southwestern Industries will also 
display its TRAK LPM VMC for high-
mix, low-volume work, and TRAK 
product line of bed mills, lathes, and 
knee mills.  Like the 2OP, these prod-
ucts feature advanced ProtoTRAK 
CNC technology.  

Complimentary lunches will be 
provided.  
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Industry News

Methods	to	Host	
Nakamura	-Tome	Tech	
Days	May	11	&	12

Methods Machine Tools, Inc. will 
be hosting Nakamura-Tome Tech 
Days on May 11 & 12, 2016 from 10 
a.m. - 5 p.m. each day at the company’s 
corporate showroom and technology 
center, 71 Union Avenue, Sudbury, 
Massachusetts.  The two-day event 
will feature the latest Nakamura-Tome 
multitasking turning centers. 

“This is a great event for custom-
ers to attend from Nakamura-Tome, 
the leader in multitasking machining 
centers. Attendees can witness first-
hand the wide range of new machines 
and multitasking solutions that will be 
on display, coupled with informative 
seminars,” said Mr. Bryon Deysher, 
Methods Machine Tools president & 
CEO. 

Seven Nakamura -Tome machines 
will be under power with live demon-
strations including the new NTRX- 300 
ATC machine, a multitasking turn-
ing center a`long with the NTJ-100 
multitasking turning center with twin 
spindle, a B-axis upper turret and Y-
axis lower turret.    

Also shown will be the WY-100 
twin spindle, twin turrets equipped 
with Y-axis, rigid construction along 
with the  NTMX ATC machine, a twin 
ATC multitasking B-axis lathe,  NTY3-
250  and NTY3, 3 turret, 3 Y-axis 
machines allowing one-pass, complete 
turning/machining/finishing and reduc-
ing part cycle times and the AS-200 
LMYS twin spindle, single turret.    

In addition, industry leaders will 
present leading edge seminars on 
both days. Seminars include: “Y Do 
you Need Y-Axis” - Rich Parenteau, 
Methods’ director of application devel-

opment and Nakamura-Tome product 
manager, and Ken Corklin, Methods’ 
dealer technical support manager.  
“New NTRX-300 B-Axis Platform” 
- Rich Parenteau will provide an in-
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       Want to know more?

    www.cimco.com
       Or call (888)DNC-7858!

Would you like more control over your 
shop �oor information?

CIMCO can help with seamlessly integrated
software for: 

        Real-time manufacturing data collection, reporting and live screens

        Secure NC part program management, tracking and documentation

        Reliable shop �oor networking

        Professional product data management

        Professional CNC editing

        Supports a wide variety of machines and protocols including

        Mazatrol, MTConnect, Fanuc Focas and Haas MNet.

depth review of the features of this 
compact, heavy-duty state-of-the-art 
multitasking machining center. “New 
Smart-X Nakamura PC-Based Con-
trol” - Jundi Oyama, Nakamura-Tome 
international sales manager for the U.S. 
will review the latest developments of 
the new Nakamura-Tome “Smart X” 
operating system.

Kyocera	to	Acquire	100%	
Ownership	of	U.S.-Based	
SGS	Tool

 Kyocera Corporation President: 
Goro Yamaguchi  in late March an-
nounced that it has completed a share 
purchase agreement regarding the 
U.S.-based solid tool manufacturing 
and sales company, SGS Tool Com-
pany (President: Thomas Haag) and its 

group companies (herein “SGS Tool”). 
Effective May 2, Kyocera will acquire 
100% ownership of SGS Tool, and will 
rename the company as Kyocera SGS 
Precision Tools, Inc. By incorporating 
SGS Tool, Kyocera plans to increase 
sales of cutting tool business in North 
America by 2.5 times by fiscal year 
ending March 31, 2019.

Prototyping	Services	
Department	Launched	

FSL3-D, a Las Vegas, Nevada 
manufacturer of digital fabrication 
tools, has announced the launch of a 
manufacturing service targeted at pro-
totyping and low-volume production.

“The keys to the growth of both 
consumer and industrial 3-D printing 
are increasing capability and decreas-

ing cost. We see a huge opportunity 
with our technology to provide systems 
with industrial-level output,” said 
Henry Liu, Ph.D., founder and CEO 
of FSL3D.

 The prototyping services depart-
ment at FSL3D takes advantage of 
technologies the company has devel-
oped for 3-D printing and laser cutting. 
FSL3D sells the Pegasus touch laser 
3- D printer and the Phoenix 3-D print-
ers, along with a set of subtractive laser 
material processing solutions. This is 
the first installation of the company’s 
scalable digital manufacturing solu-
tion.

 The prototyping services depart-
ment is currently offering eight mate-
rial choices on the Pegasus Touch and 
Phoenix Touch 3-D printers, including 
FSL3-D’s new low shrink red oxide 
resin and W9000 industrial ABS-like 
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resin. Laser cutting materials include 
various grades of steel, plastics and 
woods.

Mastercam	and	Edge	Fac-
tor	Announce	Strategic	
Partnership

Mastercam, a widely-used CAM 
software company, and media produc-
tion company Edge Factor, are proud 
to announce the continuation of their 
strategic partnership for 2016. 

Recognizing the need to fill the 
manufacturing pipeline, Mastercam 
is supporting the Edge Factor team as 
they focus on producing high impact 
media and interactive resources for 
educators and business leaders to 
inspire the next generation of mak-
ers, available through eduFACTOR 

memberships (edufactor.org).
In 2015, Mastercam and Edge 

Factor partnered on major initiatives 
including Rock MFG Day Kit event 
resources used by 734 organizations to 
host MFG Day events, a LaunchPoint 
TV episode that features the career 
pathway of one of Mastercam’s young 
female machinists, and the upcoming 
Edge Factor documentary “Masters 
of Resonance” that tells the stories of 
makers and musicians such as John 
Good from DW Drums, Bob Taylor 
from Taylor Guitars, and Neil Peart, 
the drummer from Rush. They also 
worked together on several eduFAC-
TOR resources such as the “Geek Out” 
technology video series and hands-
on CNC machining and 3D printing 
projects. 

This year, the latest Edge Factor 
film “Masters of Resonance” is in 

postproduction and the crew will be 
producing three new films featuring 
students working on parts for NASA 
and the ISS, life changing inventions 
with MIT, and sustainably powered ve-
hicles. Mastercam and Edge Factor are 
partnering to create many eduFACTOR 
resources including 15 “Geek Out” 
technology videos, the 2016 version 
of the Rock MFG Day Kit, 3D printing 
and CNC machining projects, and tools 
based on the new films. “Mastercam 
holds over 20% of the Educational 
Market, and we are committed to the 
future of our industry,” said Meghan 
West, president of CNC Software Inc. 
“The need for manufacturing jobs over 
the next few years will be high, and 
partnering with Edge Factor allows us 
to help tell stories and create resources 
that inspire the next generation of our 
industry.”
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Creative	CNC	Named	
Distributor	for	ZW3D	Soft-
ware

Creative CNC LLC has been ap-
pointed a distributor for ZW3D soft-
ware in the United States. As a ZW3D 
value added reseller, Creative CNC 
provides customer service including 
product training, implementation and 
support. The software is relevant for 

manufacturing, mold making, product 
design, fabrication, automotive, aero-
space, medical, jewelry design, and 
reverse engineering.

This affordable, all-in-one, seam-
less, integrated CAD/CAM software 
includes product planning and design, 
verification, sample production, mold 
design, sheet metal, reverse engineer-
ing, assembly and 2 to 5 axis machin-

ing.  It covers the entire product devel-
opment cycle from product planning to 
manufacturing.  ZW3D software has 
all the standard translation capabilities 
to read and write most major CAD 
software, so it’s easy to use.

The software is simple to learn and 
utilizes an intuitive user interface that 
ensures fast software implementation.    
Several packages are available with a 
variety of features to accommodate any 
user and any budget.   

Creative CNC LLC specializes in 
innovative 5-axis solutions including 
time studies, programming, first article 
production and turnkeys.  Machining 
expertise includes impellers, blisks and 
difficult to machine 5-axis parts.  

 ZWSOFT (ZW3D parent com-
pany), celebrating its 30th anniversary, 
has over 20 years’ experience in the 
CAD industry and 550,000 clients in 
80 countries. The CAD/CAM software 
provider has three R&D centers includ-
ing one in Melbourne, Florida.

Licensing	Agreement	
Made	Between	Melin	
Cutting	Tools	and	Haimer	
Safe-Lock™	System

 Recently the Melin Tool Company, 
a U.S. cutting tool manufacturer, and 
Haimer GmbH, a market leader in 
tool holding technology, signed a U.S. 
licensing agreement. Melin Tool Com-
pany is now offering their end mills 
to the U.S. market with the Haimer 
Safe-Lock™System.

The unique Safe-Lock™ design in 
cutting tools and tool holders combines 
high precision shrink fit clamping with 
a positive form locking mechanism. 
This prevents round cutting tools from 
being rotated or completely pulled 
out from tool holders during heavy 
machining. The combination of a sym-
metrical locking tool design with high 
concentricity and excellent balance of 
the Safe-Lock™ system, results in a 
vibration-free machining process.   

IMTS-advertising-page-4.562x7.5inch.indd   1 08/04/2016   09:33:29
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Melin Tool has been an innovator in 

the market for solid carbide end mills, 
particularly in respect to variable ge-
ometry mills and demanding aerospace 
applications. Their designs have led 
to end mills that significantly reduce 
vibrations during machining, thus 
enabling greater speeds and improved 
metal removal rates (MRR).    

However, the increased MRR can 
lead to a potential pull-out of the cut-
ting tool during aggressive machin-
ing due to higher helix angles and 
increased cutting forces. This fact has 
led the team at Melin to look for a 
solution that enables full realization 
for their tools potential cutting speeds. 
Their research, along with customer 
feedback, led Melin Tool to partner 
with the Haimer Safe-Lock™ system 
technology. 

  Brendt Holden, president of Haim-

er USA stated, “We are very pleased to 
have entered into this agreement with 
the Melin Tool Company.  The vari-
able flute geometries utilized by Melin 
in their end mills lend themselves 
perfectly to the Safe-Lock™ System”

GenSwiss	Partners	With	
Louis	Belet	Precision	
Solid	Carbide	and	PCD	
Cutting	Tools

   GenSwiss, top source for tools, ac-
cessories and assistance for Swiss ma-
chining, announces the exclusive North 
American representation for Lous Be-
let SA precision carbide cutting tools 
and PCD tipped milling tools. With a 
heritage and supplier to many of the 
legendary Swiss watch manufactur-
ers, Louis Belet offers highly focused 

niche products for aerospace, medical, 
automotive and a wide range of micro 
manufacturing applications.  

Precision carbide tools include mi-
cro frills, coolant-thru drills offered in 
application specific geometries and se-
lect coatings that are proven to deliver 
clean, high precision results with more 
holes, and extended tool life. 
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Time Is Money.

1 2 3

Start Here and SAVE!

Raw Stock
Requires sawing, 
milling, grinding, 

deburring, or wasteful 
machining in cycle.

Machine-Ready 
Blanks

Go directly from 
receiving to 

CNC machine.

Finished Part
The high value 

result—Up to 25% 
faster cycle time, 

chip-to-chip.

Make parts faster with
TCI Machine-Ready Blanks.

Good Parts. On Time. Period.

www.tciprecision.comM E M B E R

CNC Cycle Time

Set Up Time

Material Prep Time

Save On: • Custom made to order from one to thousands

 • As close as +/- .0005” dimensionally and 
  .0002” fl atness, squareness and parallelism 
  while minimizing material movement during 
  CNC machining

 • Deburred and clean; ready to load directly into 
  your CNC machining center

Call today to discuss your next job. 800-234-5613.

ISO 9001 & AS 9100

 A GenSwiss spokesman said, “the 
Expert 370 series drills for stainless 
incorporate newly engineered cutting 
and coating parameters resulting in 
greater productivity levels, less burrs 
and overall higher quality holes. For 

brass applications, the new Expert 
1820 series micro end mills are opti-
mized to deliver higher metal removal 
rates, superior surface quality and all 
important greatly extended tool life. 
The Louis Belet product offering also 

includes carbide end mills available as 
micro, square, ball nose, plus engrav-
ing mills, saw blades with variable too 
geometry and full radius forms and a 
broad selection of PCD end mills and 
PCD drills for a wide range of preci-
sion machining applications”. Louis 
Belet has over 6500 standard catalog 
offerings.   

Toyoda	Machinery	Wel-
comes	Protek	CNC	to	
Their	West	Coast	Lineup

Toyoda Machinery USA has an-
nounced the addition of Protek CNC 
Sales Corp. to their distribution net-
work, further solidifying manufac-
turing capabilities and service on 
the West Coast. Alongside the Simi 
Valley, CA based distributor, Toyoda 
looks forward to providing customers 
the best access to the most advanced 
technology, engineering service, sales 
and product support. 

In 1998, Angelo Ariondo and Vince 
Sepich established Protek CNC Sales 
Corp. Protek has built a highly noted 
reputation for service and support, the 
team will now serve Toyoda custom-
ers in Southern California and Clark 
County Nevada. Working with Protek’s 
team of service engineers, salesman 
and inside staff   will give customers 
the confidence of a successful shop life 
and competitive edge. 

Protek’s shop floor is now also 
home to Toyoda’s Stealth 965 box 
guideways vertical machining center 
for customers to have a closer look 
at the latest machining capabilities. 
Having recently opened the West 
Coast Tech Center in Placentia and 
now adding the distinguished Protek 
team and their 4,300 sq. foot facility 
in Simi Valley, Toyoda’s commitment 
to west coast manufacturing excellence 
is stronger than ever. 

Toyoda Machinery and Protek 
CNC have laid a solid foundation of 
manufacturing excellence and premier 
customer service on top of providing 
high-end product lines to ensure cus-
tomer’s machining success.  

Industry News 
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LMC	Workholding	100th	
Anniversary	in	2016

Since 1916 to the present, LMC 
Workholding has built a reputation 
for the engineering and manufactur-
ing of power chucks, cylinders and 
special workholding products in 
Logansport, Indiana. Their product 
offering includes standard chuck and 
cylinder packages, hydraulic steady 
rests, manual steady rests, face drivers, 
wheel chucks, and air chucks.   

They also provide international 
workholding and machine tool acces-
sory solutions through global part-
nerships in Taiwan, Germany, Italy, 
Sweden, as well as four offices and 
service centers in China.  

The company has completed $4 
million in expansions over the last 
3 years, including a large expansion 
at their Logansport facility and sev-

eral new machines. “We’re expanding 
and growing to continue to meet the 
demand of our customers and the in-
dustry. We’re proud to have made it to 
100 years in business and we’re look-
ing forward to serving our customers 
for many more years,” said Jay Duerr, 
LMC Workholding president and CEO. 

NTC	Laser	Joins	Komatsu	
America	Industries

The laser machine business of NTC 
America Corporation, commonly re-
ferred to as NTC Laser, will now join 
Komatsu America Industries LLC. 
This move took effect April 1, 2016.  

According to sources at both com-
panies, the aim of the move is to 
provide improved sales and service 
support as well as new and innova-
tive products to meet future customer 

needs.
Both NTC America Corporation 

and Komatsu America Industries LLC 
are subsidiaries of Komatsu America 
Corporation, headquartered in Rolling 
Meadow, IL, a suburb of Chicago.

 Komatsu Americas Industries LLC/
NTC Laser will continue to provide 
high quality and reliable 3 and 5-axis 
laser processing machines for virtu-
ally all fabrication needs. That lineup 
includes the TLM Series of 5-axis, 
3-dimensional laser systems  the 
TLV Series 3-axis hybrid machines , 
the TLX Series high-power 3-axis in 
cantilever and gantry configurations; 
and the TLH 5-axis fiber laser system. 
Each of the models feature high speed, 
flexibility and accuracy as their hall-
mark, and can accommodate a variety 
of workpiece configurations and sizes.

Effective April 1, 2016, Komatsu 
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America Industries LLC/NTC Laser 
became the sole source for all laser 
products in North America. Currently 
customer contacts for laser sales, ser-
vice, support and parts will continue to 
remain the same.

IMTS	2016	Registration	
Open

Registration and visitor housing for 
this year’s IMTS - The International 
Manufacturing Technology Show, 
is now open. Manufacturing profes-

Industry News 
sionals across the globe will gather 
at Chicago’s McCormick Place, Sept. 
12-17, 2016, seeking to explore the lat-
est in manufacturing technologies and 
innovative manufacturing trends. Reg-
istration includes floor access to 1.256 
million net square feet of exhibits.  

More than 2,000 companies will 
exhibit, and anticipated registrants may 
exceed 120,000 buyers and sellers of 
machine tools, controls, computers, 
software, components, systems and 
processes.  

Through August 12, individual 
registration is $45 per person; group 
registration (five or more) is $30 
per person. Beginning August 13, 
registration increases to $65 for an 
individual and $45 for each group 
member. “Discounts for groups are of-
fered to encourage companies to send 
their manufacturing teams. Company 
groups gain a broader perspective by 
gathering ideas from varying view-
points - engineers, machinists, manag-
ers, executives,” said Peter R. Eelman, 
vice president - Exhibitions & Com-
munications at AMT - The Association 
For Manufacturing Technology, which 
produces IMTS.

New for 2016, AMT members have 
complimentary registration through 
August 12. On August 13 pricing will 
be $35.  

New	SmartCAM	Training	
Center	at	Oregon	
Headquarters

SmartCAMcnc has announced 
the founding of a new instruction 
center for training CNC programmers 
about the SmartCAM computer-aided 
manufacturing (CAM) software fam-
ily. SmartCAM offers applications for 
programming  CNC  milling, turning, 
fabrication and wire EDM.

Casey Baker, a SmartCAMcnc 
applications engineer will be the pri-
mary instructor for the SmartCAMcnc 
classes. Baker has over 30 years 
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experience supporting SmartCAM in 
various capacities, and as a trainer in 
particular. He was hired in December 
2015 to head the project and write the 
training curriculum, after working for 
several years as a CNC programmer 
for a local manufacturer.

“I have always enjoyed teaching 
SmartCAM users of every level, begin-
ner to advanced. The key for the trainee 
is SmartCAM’s unique Toolpath 
Modeling, which treats each toolpath 
element as geometry, just like you 
would with your CAD data. Once that 
concept is understood, users quickly 
grasp the power that SmartCAM of-
fers,” said Baker.

The new facility is located at the 
company’s corporate headquarters in 
Springfield, OR.

Ellison	Technologies	
Hosts	Grand	Opening	of	
New	Southern	California	
Tech	Center

On March 22nd & 23rd Ellison 
Technologies held a grand opening to 
unveil their new technical center.  The 
newly renovated customer support 
facility is focused on supporting local 
manufacturers and showcases technol-
ogy from their machine tool partners: 
Doosan, Tsugami and Hexagon.

Over 165 guests from over 100 
different manufacturing companies 
attended the two-day event.  Visi-
tors experienced live demonstrations 
from Doosan’s most popular line 
of machines, including: DNM 500 
vertical machining center, Puma 
TT1800SY twin-spindle, twin-turret 
lathe, Lynx 220LSY turning center, 
DNM 200/5AX 5-sided machining 
center, Puma GT2600M horizontal 
turning center, and the VC 630/5AX 
5-sided machining center.  In addition, 
Tsugami featured their B0325 Swiss 
lathe; Hexagon demonstrated quality 
enhancements with their Brown & 

Sharpe Advantage CMM and ROMER 
portable measurement arm

“We were thrilled to see so many of 
our long standing customers, as well 
as have the chance to meet with many 
new manufacturers,” said Graham 
Hooper, CEO of Ellison Technologies.  
“This facility is dedicated to those in 
the manufacturing industry.  This event 
gave us the opportunity to meet with 
all of them, address their challenges, 
give them the chance to meet our en-
gineering and service team members, 
and provide our solutions and support.  
This is what Ellison and this tech center 
are all about.”

In addition to a packed showroom, 
a dedicated accessories area housed 15 
supply partner displays focused around 
techniques and equipment to help in-
crease machining efficiency.  Attendees 
enjoyed lunch and music, and a few 
lucky guests won door prizes each day.

“We were pleased to see such an 
excellent turnout for the Ellison Grand 
Opening,” said Mr. Youngkyun Choi, 
CEO of Doosan Infracore America Ma-
chine Tools.  “This is the first of many 
events in Southern California where 
Doosan will display the benefits of our 

machines and partnership with Ellison.  
I had the opportunity to speak directly 
with local customers to understand 
how Doosan machines are being used 
in their shops, along with the excellent 
sales and engineering support they are 
receiving.  We look forward to continu-
ing to grow in this and other markets 
with the entire Ellison team!” 

The new tech center located at 
9828 Arlee Ave., Santa Fe Springs, CA 
90670; will also host training seminars, 
Demo Days events, and more through-
out the year.  Visit their website, www.
ellisontechnologies.com, for latest 
calendar of events

PartMaker	2016	User	
Group		in		Anaheim

Customers at the California event 
held at K-1 Speed in Anaheim, CA 
on April 8th were able to meet the 
new West Coast PartMaker account 
manager, Anthony Stroffolino based 
in their Pasadena office and the newly 
appointed worldwide product manager 
Tom McCollough. 

Christian Briscoe, Delcam VP 
of sales said, “We are very excited 
to host a PartMaker user group in 
California and have Tom McCollough 
attend. Our team here has been able 
to build great customer relationships 
with many companies in California 
and Northwest region that special-
ize in the design and manufacture of 
molds, dies and patterns in the auto-
motive, entertainment and aerospace 
industries as well as general precision 
machining, mechanical repair and 
fabrication through Delcam products 
PowerMILL, PowerSHAPE and Fea-
tureCAM.  With Anthony joining the 
team we will now be able to continue 

(Pictured L to R): Mr. Youngkin Choi, 
CEO of Doosan Infracore America; 
Mr. Graham Hooper, CEO of Ellison 
Technologies; and Mr. Andy McNa-
mara, director of sales and marketing 
Doosan Infracore America
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to build our customer relations and 
provide direct support for production 
machining companies in the area. 
The PartMaker 2016 release truly has 
something for everyone and will most 
assuredly increase the productivity 
for companies manufacturing medi-
cal devices including dental implants 
and prismatic hydraulic manifolds, as 
well as  leading contract manufacturers 
making very small parts with a number 
of intricate turned milled features, ideal 
for manufacture on Swiss-type lathes 
such as telecommunications and con-
nector parts.

The event will featured compre-
hensive technical sessions on all the 
new features of PartMaker 2016 and 
after a complimentary lunch, attend-
ees  had the opportunity to see just 
how fast they can go by racing against 
the Delcam staff on K-1 speed track 

Industry News 
in European-style high-performance 
electric karts.

Methods	Machine	Tools	
Appoints	Benjamin	Fisk	
General	Manager	of	3D	
Additive	Manufacturing

      Methods Machine Tools, Inc. 
has named Mr. Benjamin Fisk to the 
position of general manager, 3D Ad-
ditive Manufacturing. Mr. Fisk will 
be heading up “Methods 3D”, a group 
comprised of sales, application and 
engineering staff, to install, manage 
and maintain 3D Systems’ printing 
equipment, labs and showrooms in 
Methods Technology Centers across 
the United States. Mr. Fisk has over 
15 years of experience in engineering 
and additive manufacturing.     

Phone: (847) 367-4800 Email: inquiries@lyndexnikken.com         www.lyndexnikken.com

DESIGN AND ENGINEERING

HIGH PERFORMANCE LIVE TOOLS
A COMPLETE LINE OF STATIC AND LIVE TOOLING 
FOR DMG MORI, MAZAK, OKUMA AND MORE -  

IN STOCK!

• Nickel Chrome Molybdenum body
• ABEC 7 angular contact bearings for  
 highest run-out precision

• Ground features to ensure optimal concentricity
• Run-out guarantee of under 5 micron 
 repeatability at collet nose

What makes our Live Tools unique?

Gears for Stability
• Hand-matched gears
 for minimal backlash
•  Spiral bevel gears
 maximizes drive torque
• Optimal bearing
 placement for  
 balanced torque stress

Protective Seals
• Labyrinth Seals with
 unique multi-barrier
 construction prevent
 contaminants from
 entering the main
 chamber

“Benjamin is an excellent choice to 
lead our new 3D business,” said Mr. 
Bryon Deysher, president & CEO, of 
Methods Machine Tools, Inc.  “His 
extensive experience in both additive 
manufacturing and precision metal-
working will allow us to establish a 
strong foothold in the 3D printing 
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Automated Inspection

www.verisurf.com • 866-340-5551

Verisurf programs and operates CMMs faster, easier and at a lower cost with its 
Model-Based CAD measurement platform; supporting all types and brands of 
coordinate measuring machines. Verisurf’s open system strategy 
increases inspection fl exibility, eliminates bottlenecks 
and reduces training and support costs. 

Call today for the name of your 
nearest dealer or to arrange a demo.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Verisurf Software

Master3DGageTM CMM Master TM

Automated Inspection
Verisurf Software

Master3DGageTM CMM Master TM

FREE Verisurf Software Learning Edition
Students, educators and customers can now learn all the 
features of Verisurf Software for manufacturing inspection, 
tool building and reverse engineering.
For more information and software download visit 
https://www.verisurf.com/learning-edition-registration.      Not for commercial use.
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market and give our customers ac-
cess to the very latest manufacturing 
technology for today’s demanding 
applications”. 

Prior to joining Methods, Mr. 
Fisk worked for Pratt and Whitney 
in East Hartford, CT. He started there 
in 1998 as a design engineer for Sys-
tems Engineering and in 2001 he was 
promoted to integrated product lead 
for turbine airfoil applications where 
he developed comprehensive design 
and development schedules for F135 
military engines. In 2011, Mr. Fisk took 
on the role of technology manager of 
Additive Manufacturing, where he led 
the development and implementation 
of new additive manufacturing tech-
nologies and processes across the com-
pany. Since 2013, he served as deputy 
component integrated product lead at 
Pratt & Whitney, leading the develop-
ment and certification of low-pressure 
compressor gas turbine components.

Last October Methods announced it 
entered into a partner agreement with 
3D Systems, a provider of the most ad-
vanced and comprehensive 3D digital 
design and fabrication solutions avail-
able today, including 3D printers, print 
materials and cloud-sourced custom 
parts. The partnership allows Methods 
to enhance its portfolio of leading-edge 
precision machine tools and solutions 
for traditional manufacturing with 
advanced 3D printing solutions for 
additive manufacturing.

Benz	Inc.	Moves	
Locations	

Benz Inc., a producer of machining 
heads for the wood, plastics, compos-
ites and metalworking industries, has 
expanded and relocated from Charlotte 
to a new 10,0000 sq. ft. facility at 1095 
6th Street Ct SE, in Hickory, NC.

The move from Charlotte to Hicko-
ry will enable Benz to expand its opera-
tions and store even more inventory for 
quick delivery to the U.S., Canada and 
Mexico. The company’s new facility 

will also house an extensive service 
department designed for diagnostic 
testing on Benz tooling.

Benz Inc., a member of the Zimmer 
Group, manufactures tooling in Ger-

many and offers sales and support for 
North America through its subsidiary, 
Benz Inc., from its new Hickory, NC, 
headquarters.
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and decrease the overall 
power consumption of 
the machine. 

Additional integra-
tion of Safe-LockTM 
grooves on the shank 
of the cutting tool mean 
users have the option 
of combining the end 
mill with Safe-LockTM 
holder technology to 
guarantee tool pullout 
and/or micro-creeping 
does not occur. A submi-
cron carbide grade, fine 
balanced tool grinding 
and advanced AlTiN-
based PVD coating fur-
ther ensure maximum 
tool longevity.  Haimer 
reports this is an ideal milling solution 
for when less than ideal machining 
conditions are present.  Available in 
inch and metric, stocked in USA.

Simple	Integration	of	Ma-
chine	Tools	Into	Produc-
tion	Processes
—Seimens

 Siemens presents a new concept 
for efficient work processes surround-
ing the Sinumerik 840D sl CNC in the 
form of Smart Operation. The new con-
cept encompasses aspects such as job 
preparation, IT networking, improved 
usability with touch operation and the 
use of mobile devices to perform moni-
toring and control functions.  In short, 
Smart Operation significantly simpli-
fies the integration of machines into the 
production process. Smart Operation 
does not require support by IT special-
ists and can be simply implemented 
independently by machine operators.  

Smart Operation encompasses 
four areas: Smart Prepare, Smart 
Operate, Smart IT and Smart Mobile.  
Smart Prepare is concerned with job 
preparation and the generation of 

are second 
to none.

The workholding set-ups that the Ball Lock® 
MOUNTING system can create in just seconds...

JERGENS WORKHOLDING SOLUTIONS

The Ball Lock® Mounting System is the original and still the best 
fixturing & mounting system for HMC & VMC equipment. In seconds, 
you can change-out and/or connect vises, chucks, pallets, indexers, 
risers and more with a repeatability of +/- .0005”. 

Ball Lock® MOUNTING System 
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 » Realizes greater throughput  

using existing machines

 » Cuts in-cycle tool change-out time

 » Minimizes spindle down time
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New	Variable	Helix	Car-
bide	Roughing	End	Mill
—Haimer

Haimer USA has introduced a 
new variable helix carbide roughing 
end mill to the market, designed for 
stainless steels and general steels. The 
Power Mill F1304NN series end mill 

New Products
combines variable flute geometry with 
a roughing cord profile design for more 
stable milling in machines with limited 
horsepower.  The company reports the 
helix design reduces vibration, thereby 
enabling higher metal removal rates 
with improved tool life. The roughing 
cord configuration act as chip-breakers 
to reduce radial load during milling 
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For more information or to schedule a demonstration,  
visit Benchmark.Mitutoyo.com or call 1-888-MITUTOYO

NO ROOM
FOR ERROR

When a smooth-running shop depends on every part working together flawlessly, look to 
Mitutoyo’s Benchmark Series. These aren’t just entry-level tools – they’re precision measuring 
instruments that form the foundation of every shop’s quality assurance capabilities. 

Whether you’re looking to improve precision, increase shop productivity, or both, these tools 
will move your benchmark to the next level.

Small Tools   //   Form Measurement   //   Hardness Testers   //   CMM   //   Vision Systems   //   Digital Readouts

New Products

CNC programs at the PC.  Siemens 
offers high-performance software for 
this purpose in the form of Sinutrain. 
Known as control-identical training 
software, Sinutrain is used as an offline 
programming workstation.   

  The Sinumerik Operate graphical 
user interface now offers comprehen-
sive touch control.  In combination 
with the new Blackline Panels OP 015 
black and OP 019 black, Sinumerik 
Operate now offers an array of multi-
touch operating features.  Siemens 
has optimized the representation of 
familiar functions such as an improved 
overview, simpler operation and faster 
interaction.  All of the soft keys and the 
keyboard can now be displayed and 
arranged for optimum convenience on-
screen.The Smart IT aspect of Smart 
Operation enables data to be accessed 
and managed.  Smart IT makes all 
job-related documentation available 
such as component programs, DXF 
drawings and pictures at the operator 
panel over the network connection.  
A new DXF viewer and reader now 
depict files in the   CAD data exchange 
format to be viewed directly at the 
machine tool.  The user can select the 
geometry elements displayed in a DXF 
file using the contour capture function 
and transfer them directly to program 
a workpiece machining operation.  
The option Execution from External 
Storage  (EES) enables elective data 
accessing by the machine tool from 
connected USB memory sticks, hard 
drives and network resources.  This 
allows workpiece data to be viewed 

directly at the machine.    
  Smart Mobile is a solution de-

signed to enable the use of mobile de-
vices in the machine tool environment.  

Using a secured webserver, users can 
deploy monitoring and control func-
tions using a notebook, smartphone or 
tablet.   
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Newest	Generation	of	
Intelligent	CNC	Control	
Technology
—Okuma	

Okuma America Corporation intro-
duces OSP suite, an open architecture 
CNC control system that combines 
Intelligent Technologies with vari-
ous software applications to improve 
cycle and lead times while   achieving 
optimum machine conditions. Built 
on the OSP-P300 Control platform, 
it has  easy to use operating interface 
with customizable layouts, machine 
tool apps, widgets, shortcuts and touch 
screen technology.

Okuma reports the fully integrated 
functioning of OSP suite is made 
possible by the company’s use of the 
mechatronics approach, designing all 
control, motion and iron components 
to create a  system that delivers greater 

reliability 
and  per-
formance.

 T h e 
O S P -
P 3 0 0 
c o n t r o l 
f e a tu r e s 
a highly 
rel iable , 
durab le , 
easy- to -
navigate 
touch screen.  The screen can be 
customized for three different opera-
tors.  Each operator can digitally store 
and easily retrieve documentation 
and notes right on the control with 
the white board and message board 
widgets. 

  Manuals, checklists, work orders 
and process sheets are stored on the 
control. A  search function lets the user  

New Products
find important documentation for quick 
reference and allows the user to book-
mark data and notes critical to keeping 
machines up and running. Operators 
can also view part files in 3D. 

Okuma’s Intelligent Technologies 
and Apps enhance machine perfor-
mance and optimize machine tool 
productivity. Users can customize the 
functionality of the control with a vari-
ety of Apps from the Okuma App store.

  ECO suite uses ECO Idling Stop 
functionality to stop energy-wasting 
machine tool idling and non-essential 
functions. Thermo-Friendly Concept 
technology automatically stops the 
cooling unit if needed . 

    The control screen is available in 
15 or 19 inch screen configurations. 
Machine conditions, widgets, apps, 
shortcuts are visible on the home 
screen and can be customized simply 
by touching add and remove keys.
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Methods	3D	Installs	3D	System’s	New	
ProX	DMP	320	3D	Metal	Printers	in	
Tech	Centers		
—Methods,	3D	Inc

  Methods 3D, Inc., a newly formed subsidiary of 
Methods Machine Tools, Inc.  announced the new 
ProX™ DMP 320 to its growing line of direct metal 
3D printers from 3D Systems.  

The ProX™ DMP 320 is designed for high preci-
sion, high throughput 
direct metal printing 
and is optimized for 
critical applications 
requiring complex, 
c h e m i c a l l y - p u r e 
titanium, stainless 
steel, or nickel su-
per alloy parts. The 
ProX™ DMP 320 is 
designed for produc-
tion manufacturing, 
with exchangeable 
manufacturing modules that support rapid material 
change or replenishment.

The ProX™ DMP 320 offers a large 10.82”  x 10.82” 
x 16.53” build volume and is designed to handle criti-
cal industrial applications. The printer comes in two 
configurations, one optimized for titanium and one 
optimized for stainless steel and nickel super alloys. 

Methods 3D is installing the ProX™ within multiple 
technology centers across the US to provide product 
demonstration, training, support, and development of 
customer solutions on this exceptional production print-
er incorporating the full range of available materials. 

“We are excited to offer the ProX™ DMP 320 along 
with the extensive line of 3D Systems Direct Metal 
Printers (DMP),” said Mr. Benjamin Fisk, general man-
ager, Methods 3D, Inc. “Its production manufacturing 
capability, in addition to high strength, high density, 
exceptionally pure materials at low operating costs, 
offers ideal additive manufacturing solutions .”

New	Jig	Mills	Offer	Accuracy,	Rigidity	
for	Moldmaking	Applications
—Mitsui	Seiki

   Mitsui Seiki USA, Inc. announces a new series of 
large, highly accurate CNC jig mills suitable for mold 
base production, mold plates, precision hot runners, 
progressive and transfer dies, and other jig boring and 

New Products
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milling applications. The fixed cross-
rail, massive ram design of the new 
jig mill J1620 and J1620X machines, 
provides a straightness accuracy in X 
and Y axes better than 10 microns ac-
cording to the company. Further, table 
squareness to the Z-axis is also better 
than 10 microns. “The accuracy of 
these machines is really unparalleled,” 
said Thomas Dolan, vice president. 

Working size range is for the J1620 
is X – 2100mm x Y – 1600mm x 
Z – 500mm. Table size is 2400mm 
x 1600mm with a load capacity of 
4000kg. With the J1620X version, all 
the specifications are the same except 
X-axis is 2500mm and the table is 
2200mm x 1500mm. A variety of CNC 
U-axis boring heads are available on 

both models. The machines feature a 
10,000-rpm built-in integral spindle 
with a 50 taper interface. The spindle 
technology controls growth and pro-
vides thermal stability.

         Customers can choose from 
a variety of toolchanger units with 
capacities from 10 to 180 tools and 
more. Likewise a variety of coolant and 
chip evacuation systems can be chosen 
to match the customer’s needs. Ultra-
precise probing is also an option as an 
aid to workpiece setup and in-machine 
inspection functions. The popular 
Fanuc 30i-B control combines user-
friendliness and exceptional levels of 
accuracy, reliability, and efficiency.  

 

New	Online	3D	Product	
Configurator
—Gilman	Precision

            Gilman Precision announces 
the addition of an innovative 3D Lin-
ear Products CAD Configurator to 
their website for increased efficiency 
and ease when viewing and adjusting 
product specifications.  

The new Gilman 3D Linear Prod-
ucts Configurator will serve engineers 
and other prospects by allowing them 
to select, view, and insert Gilman 3D 
CAD models & 2D drawings directly 
into their own CAD systems.  This 
online resource will maximize effi-
ciency in the design and customization 
process by allowing users to include 
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and manipulate Gilman products into 
CAD designs to easily tailor a product 
for a specific application.  

The Gilman 3D Linear Products 
Configurator was built by Catalog 
Data Solutions Inc. (CDS) and is 
powered by their CDS catalog & CDS 
ModelServer solutions.  The following 
Gilman products are featured in the 
configurator: Dovetail, Linear-Guide 
and Hardened-Way Slide Stages and 
accessories.  

   According to Gilman Products the 
configurator is incredibly user-friendly 
and will work on any operating system 
or web browser.  User’s simply visit 
the ‘Resources’ section of Gilman’s 
website and log into the program 
using their designated username and 
pin.  Users then have 100% access to 
search and view all of Gilman’s linear 
designs, select products and alternative 
options, download a specified CAD 
drawing and integrate it into their own 
CAD designs.

Groove	’N	Turn®	Dovetail	
Grooving	Inserts
—Thinbit®

Thinbit®, manufactured by Kaiser 
Tool Company, announces the expan-
sion of their Groove ’N Turn® line of 
dovetail 
g r o o v -
ing in-
s e r t s .  
D o v e -
t a i l 
g r o o v -
ing in-
serts are 
used to 
machine 
O - r i n g 
dovetail grooves with 66o undercut 
angles.  The insert design is optimized 
for strength by utilizing an insert pair 
to generate the groove form.  Insert 
sizes are .030”, .050, .060, .070”, .080, 
.090”, .100”, .125” and .150” with ma-

New Products

CHECK US OUT ON YOUTUBE 
AT “SETCO WEST”

jor diameters starting at .300”.  
They are available in sub-micron 

grain carbide grades for ferrous and 
non-ferrous materials either uncoated 

or with TiN, TiCN, TiAIN or diamond 
film coatings.  Groove ’N Turn® 
dovetail inserts can be used on con-
ventional, Swiss and CNC machines.
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New	Loading	System	Enhances	Tool	
Grinding	Productivity
—United	Grinding

 United Grinding recently introduced a new type of 
automated loading system for use with its Walter Heli-
tronic Mini- Power, Helitronic Diamond Evolution and 
Helitronic Essential machines. The company reports that 
the Walter Top 
Loader is  a 
space-saving,  
a u t o m a t i o n 
solution that 
enhances over-
all productiv-
ity by reduc-
ing the tool 
loading time 
during grind-
ing operations.

Equipped with a swivelling arm with a single gripper, 
the Top Loader uses two standard Walter robot pallets 
– one for the blanks and one for finished tools. Set-up 
of the tool pallets is completed automatically through a 
patent-pending electrical teaching routing, and depending 
on the tool diameter, these pallets can be loaded with up 
to 500 tools. With the Top Loader, tool changeover takes 
only 27 seconds.

Because the Top Loader is integrated directly into the 
select Walter machines, no additional floor space is re-
quired for the automated loading capabilities. Furthermore, 
the loading system’s integrated design does not restrict the 
working envelope of the machine.

Expanded	Line	of	Drill/Tap/Mill	Centers
—Haas	

 Haas has expanded its drill/tap/mill product line with 
a pair of high-speed, lean-style machining centers – the 
DT-2 and DM-2 – that provide the same high acceleration 
rates, fast axis speeds, and short tool change times as their 
smaller brethren, 
while offering 
an additional 8” 
of X-axis travel 
and table length – 
with only a slight 
increase in foot-
print. 

The new DT-2 
and DM-2 are identical in specifications, except for spindle 
taper and tool changer. The DT-2 is a BT30 taper machine, 

New Products
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with a 15,000-rpm inline direct-drive 
spindle and a high-speed 20+1 side-
mount tool changer. It is available with 
an optional 20,000-rpm spindle. The 
DM-2 is a 40-taper machine, with a 
15,000-rpm inline direct-drive spindle 
and a high-speed 18+1 side-mount tool 
changer. The new DT and DM both al-
low high-speed rigid tapping to 5000 
rpm, with up to four times retract speed 
to shorten tapping cycles.

Both machines offer a 28” x 16” x 
15.5” work cube and a 34” x 15”  T-slot 
table. The increased table size, longer 
X-axis travel, and larger work envelope 
easily accommodate multiple fixtures 
and multi-spindle rotary tables. Their 
compact footprint still allows multiple 
machines to be placed side-by-side.  

The spindle on both machines fea-
tures a 15 hp vector drive system that 
provides 46 ft-lb of cutting torque. The 
spindles are coupled directly to the 
motors to reduce heat, increase power 
transmission, and provide excellent 
surface finishes. Cutting feedrates for 
both machines are 1200 ipm with 2400 
ipm rapids and high acceleration rates.  

 

Coolant-Thru	Tooling
—Heimatec

 Heimatec, a world leader in live 
tools, angle and multi-spindle drill 
heads, announced immediate avail-
ability of its newest development, a 
coolant-thru feature on all the com-
pany’s current line items.  

Coolant-thru technology is often 
the answer for faster, cleaner cutting 
on larger and deeper parts, where 
the chips and excess heat build-up 

are significant challenges.  Heimatec 
now offers high-pressure coolant-thru 
designs up to 1000 psi on straight and 
2000 psi on angle head tools.   

Company president Preben Hansen 
comments, “Production drilling should 
almost always be done with internal 

coolant tools and this development 
means we’ll be able to satisfy more 
customer needs in that area.”   

A full range of styles and pressures 
is available immediately, according to 
the company.  
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5-Axis	Machining	Center,	
Integrating	A	2-Axis	Trun-
nion	Table
—Chevalier

    Chevalier’s new QP5X-400, a 40 
taper, high-speed VMC features 5-axis 
simultaneous or 4+1 axis applications. 

The standard machine is integrated 
with 2-axis, 12.6” trunnion table.

The new QP5X-400   is designed 
for high-speed, high-precision and 
high-productivity machining.

 Heavy-duty construction features 
high rigidity, with major parts of the 
machine constructed of high-quality 
Meehanite cast iron. The column de-
sign is an inverted Y-shape, one-piece 
construction for superior rigidity and 
stability. Pre-tensioned class C3 ball 
screws are used in all three axes. All 
servomotors are directly coupled to 
ball screws, increasing movement 
sensitivity while reducing backlash. 

The machine has a table load of 
220 lbs. with a 12.6” trunnion table. 
The workpiece dimension is 15.7” x 
13.7” . Travel for the X, Y and Z-axes 
are 20.5” x 15.8” x 15”, respectively.  

The series offers a two-axis trun-
nion table with a heavy-duty, three-
piece, cross-roller bearing providing 
excellent part loading and machining 
capability and a ±10” accuracy for the 
A-axis. The spindle includes a large-
diameter Big Plus spindle design that 
uses four-piece, P4 Class, high-preci-
sion angular-contact ball bearings. A 
direct drive spindle is standard for low 
noise, vibration and thermal expansion. 
The series provides fast interpolation, 
with a high-linear rapid speed of 1,417 
/ 1,417 / 1,181 ipm. The spindle taper 
is #40; spindle power is 25HP/Fanuc, 
with a spindle speed of 10,000 rpm 
(optional 12K and 15K). Tool capac-
ity is 30+1.

The series includes a Fanuc 0iMF 
control for 4+1 applications; color 
10.4” LCD that has a 4-axis simultane-
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head is exchanged over a quick-change 
mechanism without releasing the draw 
bar connection in the spindle.

Emuge’s System SG or System SZ 
can be used in the design of the brake 
disc clamping system. System SG fea-
tures an expanding-bush design which 
has a large surface area contact with the 
workpiece providing a clamping solu-
tion which is very rigid, accurate and 
repeatable. “For workpieces that have 
a short clamping base or for diameters 
with a very large tolerance, System SZ 
is a good choice , ” said a company 
spokesperson.

In both the SG and SZ systems, 
applying an axial force results in an 
even radial expansion of the clamping 
element, and at the same time, an axial 
movement occurs so the workpiece is 

both clamped and pulled against the 
end stop for added rigidity.

Line	Of	Collet	Chucks	
With	Reduced	Hang	
Weight
—Hardinge	

Hardinge Inc., has announced the 
release of a low-profile 65 mm dead-
length flexC quick change collet chuck. 
This collet chuck is available in four 
spindle sizes including A2-5”, A2- 6”, 
A2-8” and 140 mm and can be custom-
ized to fit any spindle.

The low-profile 65 mm DL features 
a reduced nose diameter as compared 
to the current design. This redesign 
gives enhanced tool clearances. Ad-
ditional enhancements include reduced 

hang weight, installation simplifica-
tions and a work stop and accessories.

“This design is a direct result of 
feedback from our customers and dis-
tributors. They wanted a FlexC prod-
uct that offered more tool clearance 
, and this collet chuck provides that 
capabilty, ” said Ryan Ervin, manager, 
North American workholding sales and 
product development.

Multi-Axis	Workholding	
Product	Get-A-Grip®
—AMT	Innovations

   AMT Innovations offers a new 
workholding product, Get-A-Grip®. 
The company reports the new cutting-
edge triangular dovetail will never 
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ous controller, linear-circular-helical 
interpolation, a Manual Guide 0i and 
much more. The Fanuc 31iB-5: 10.4” 
TFT LCD color monitor offers a 5-axis 
simultaneous control.

Universal	Digital	Readout	
Module
—Wohlhaupter

   This module can be used with 
Wohlhaupter’s recently updated 019 
boring head (VarioBore) which can 
be ordered with a docking port and 
associated internal electronics.

  Features include: digital readout 
for any vernier-style boring tool hav-
ing a docking port.  with adjustments 
accurate to .0001” (0,002mm) on diam-
eter. Also adjustments can be made on 
the spindle (module must be removed 
before actual cutting) and has battery 
powered, coolant-proof electronics.

In the future other Wohlhaupter 
boring tools will be manufactured 
featuring the same docking port and 
electronics. This will allow a single 
universal digital readout module to be 
used with a number of different tools.

Extensive	New	Lineup	
Of	‘One	Touch’	Manual	
Clamps
—Fixtureworks

   Fixtureworks® offers an exten-
sive new lineup of One-Touch manual 
clamps.  

One-Touch clamps offer easy and 
efficient clamping and unclamping of 
a workpiece in one simple operation. 
Each clamp is designed to eliminate 
the need for tools when applying the 
clamping force and helps reduce setup 
time. The lineup of One-Touch clamps 
includes swing, push, pull, retractable, 
thrust, snap and side clamps in a wide 
range of clamping force.

Swing clamps operate by rotating 
the handle, which simultaneously 
swings the clamp arm over the work-

piece into the clamping position. 
Further rotation of the handle draws 
the clamp arm down and applies 
direct downward force on the work 
piece. The swing clamps are available 
with cam, adjustable and spiral-acting 
handles. The clamping forces applied 
range between 170-2,250 lb. 

Push clamps  exert pressure against 
a strap clamp or work piece by rotating 
the handle, which then forces the center 
piston to extend out. Simply rotating 
the handle in the opposite direction 
retracts the center piston. Push clamps 
can exert forces up to 890 lbs. 

Pull clamps are available in two 
different variations, both operate in 
conjunction with a clamping pin or 

clamping screw to provide quick and 
secure fastening in repetitive opera-
tions.   The amount of clamping force 
ranges between 200-1,800 lb.

One-Touch clamps include; retract-
able versions, with clamping force to 
945 lb., that pivot completely away 
from the workpiece for easy loading/
unloading; thrust clamps, with clamp-
ing force to 315 lb., and snap clamps, 
with clamping force up to 31 lb., that 
provide a unique snap-on system. 

The side clamp that is One-Touch 
has a moving jaw that pivots forward 
and downward to securely hold the 
workpiece. The One-Touch side clamp, 
with clamping force up to 900 lb. uses 
a handle to engage the clamping jaw. 
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head is exchanged over a quick-change 
mechanism without releasing the draw 
bar connection in the spindle.

Emuge’s System SG or System SZ 
can be used in the design of the brake 
disc clamping system. System SG fea-
tures an expanding-bush design which 
has a large surface area contact with the 
workpiece providing a clamping solu-
tion which is very rigid, accurate and 
repeatable. “For workpieces that have 
a short clamping base or for diameters 
with a very large tolerance, System SZ 
is a good choice , ” said a company 
spokesperson.

In both the SG and SZ systems, 
applying an axial force results in an 
even radial expansion of the clamping 
element, and at the same time, an axial 
movement occurs so the workpiece is 

both clamped and pulled against the 
end stop for added rigidity.

Line	Of	Collet	Chucks	
With	Reduced	Hang	
Weight
—Hardinge	

Hardinge Inc., has announced the 
release of a low-profile 65 mm dead-
length flexC quick change collet chuck. 
This collet chuck is available in four 
spindle sizes including A2-5”, A2- 6”, 
A2-8” and 140 mm and can be custom-
ized to fit any spindle.

The low-profile 65 mm DL features 
a reduced nose diameter as compared 
to the current design. This redesign 
gives enhanced tool clearances. Ad-
ditional enhancements include reduced 

hang weight, installation simplifica-
tions and a work stop and accessories.

“This design is a direct result of 
feedback from our customers and dis-
tributors. They wanted a FlexC prod-
uct that offered more tool clearance 
, and this collet chuck provides that 
capabilty, ” said Ryan Ervin, manager, 
North American workholding sales and 
product development.

Multi-Axis	Workholding	
Product	Get-A-Grip®
—AMT	Innovations

   AMT Innovations offers a new 
workholding product, Get-A-Grip®. 
The company reports the new cutting-
edge triangular dovetail will never 
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VERICUT’s	Machining-
Cloud	Connection	
Enhanced
—CG	Tech

  CGTech, the developer of VERI-
CUT, and MachiningCloud jointly 
announce a VERICUT enhancement in 
the MachiningCloud whereby VERI-
CUT customers can import an entire 
tooling package into VERICUT in one 
simple step.

 VERICUT verification and simu-
lation software is used to detect CNC 
programming errors as well as poten-
tial collisions and areas of inefficiency. 
MachiningCloud is an independent 
provider of CNC cutting tool and 
workholding product data. 

 New to VERICUT 7.4, after defin-
ing a tooling package on the Machin-

New Products

ingCloud, users can directly download 
all the tool assemblies within the pack-
age and use it within VERICUT with 
significantly fewer steps compared to 
manually configuring a tool for use in 
a simulation session. 

 The process is simple: 1) Build a 
MachiningCloud job containing your 
tool assemblies; 2) Export the job 
downloading it to your local computer; 
3) from within VERICUT click once 

to import all the tools from the job; 4) 
Simulate using your tool assemblies 
just created in the MachiningCloud. 

  “This upgrade eliminates manual 
steps saving time and further increas-
ing efficiency in the simulation process 
for VERICUT customers using the 
MachiningCloud”, says Christophe 
Rogazy, cloud evangelist for Machin-
ingCloud.

 “VERICUT users don’t want to 
do duplicate work to create tool as-
sembly models for simulation if the 
tool geometry already exists”, says Bill 
Hasenjaeger, product marketing man-
ager for CGTech. “MachiningCloud 
makes OEM tool geometry easily 
available for part program simulation, 
and VERICUT’s connection makes it 
easily accessible to our users.”
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CAM	Software	Enables	
Polar	Milling	on	Five-Axis	
Machines
—Delcam

Delcam has expanded five-axis 
machining functionality in the 2016 R2 
release of its FeatureCAM software. 
Other enhancements include improved 
control and simulation capabilities for 
multi-axis machines and options to 
reduce both programming and machin-
ing times.

This release enables machining of 
features aligned to the Z axis by using 
the C axis, rather than by moving in the 
X and Y axes. Known as polar milling 
or polar indexing, this option can be 
used in situations where the machine 
cannot travel beyond a certain linear 

point. Instead, the C axis can be used 
to rotate the part within the machin-
ing envelope. Machining times can be 
reduced and surface finish improved 
with this method.

An addition according to Delcam 
FeatureCAM’s flexible machine ar-
chitecture provides support for the 
W-axis option in machine tools such as 
horizontal boring machines. This op-
tion can be used to control and simulate 
moveable live spindles that can extend 
the travel limits of the Z axis to help 
avoid collisions.

Relative plunge, which now sup-
ports two-axis spiral and zigzag tool 
paths, can be set to enable the tool to 
rapid traverse to the plunge clearance 
location, rather than feeding to it. Sec-
ondly, curve sorting has been added to 

give better control of the order for ma-
chining multiple curves within a single 
feature. This can be set automatically 
using options such as ascending or 
descending in X, Y or Z, or using the 
shortest path to achieve the quickest 
cycle time, the company says.

For automatic tool selection, the 
software can now check the diameter 
of the tool shank. If the shank diameter 
is found to be larger than the diam-
eter of the cutting portion of the tool, 
FeatureCAM will choose a tool of the 
appropriate length to avoid collisions.

The software provides settings to 
position and index a turret within a 
part-handling feature when program-
ming turn-mill machines. 
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• Gas Allowance 
• Phone & Expense Allowance 
• Medical Insurance  

Newest	Member	of	Comet	
3D	Sensor	Family
—Zeiss

         Zeiss introduces the Zeiss 
Comet L3D 2. “The Zeiss Comet L3D 
2 uses the latest sensor technology and 
project-oriented software for easy and 
reliable 3D data capture. The 3D data 
capture of components and objects 
is fast and precise, offering superb 
performance,” explains Dr. Marcus 
Steinbichler, CEO of Carl Zeiss Op-
totechnik GmbH. “At the same time, 
the user has greater scope to perform 
a multitude of measuring tasks thanks 
to the unique flexibility of the system. 
The Zeiss colin3D high-performance 
software platform also ensures a con-
sistently efficient and goal-oriented 
workflow during the entire measuring 
process.”

With a range of working distances 
from 45-500 mm, the Zeiss Comet L3D 
2 sensor ensures problem-free opera-
tion, even in cramped conditions. This 
innovative solution has an extremely 
fast warm-up mode, allowing the 
operator to concentrate fully on the 
measuring task. 

 The compact and lightweight sen-
sor system can be transported between 
application sites without difficulty. 
The simple on-site calibration enables 
changing the measuring field by swap-
ping the lenses. This makes the system 
ready for new measuring tasks quickly.

The range of applications includes 
inspection, tool manufacture and mold 
making, design, rapid manufacturing, 
and reverse engineering.

The high light intensity and the fast 
camera, with a 2448 x 2050 pixel array, 

it allows users from the aforemen-
tioned areas to have extreme flexibility 
when it comes to the application site. 
“Even in difficult ambient conditions, 
the Zeiss Comet L3D 2 delivers pre-
cise 3D data, automatically recognizes 
changes in vibration and exposure and 
offers high-end technology for ex-
ceptional data quality with maximum 
ease of use,” explains Steinbichler. 

 05/2016, E&OE, all specifications subject to change without notice.  Rated HP is peak.  

Ph: 925-443-1200 
 

 
Fx: 925-443-1290 

 

“THE SV SERIES… 
THE ULTIMATE IN PERFORMANCE 

FROM SMALL TO LARGE!” 
 

$143,250.00 
NOW THRU MAY 30, 2016 

 
 
 

® AKIRA-SEIKI 
PRECISION CNC MACHI NE TOOLS 

Akira Mi645 Hi-Speed Control  
64 Bit / Look Ahead / Color 
42 HP, 14,000 RPM Spindle 

 

 81.0” X 33.5” X 32.0” Travel 
984 IPM Rapids 
36 CAT-40 Sidemount ATC 

 

  SV2060 LIST PRICE $160,900   
                                             Includes Setup & Training 

 

 www.akiraseiki.com 
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HAIMER 
3D-Sensor
Spot on positioning –
Universally simple.

Measuring Instruments

Shrinking TechnologyBalancing Technology

Haimer USA, LLC | 134 E. Hill Street | Villa Park, IL 60181
Phone: +1-630-833-1500 | Email: haimer@haimer-usa.com | www.haimer-usa.com

Tooling Technology

“Moreover, the enormous light yield 
and the distinctively high measuring 
speed ensure reliable data capture on 
extremely different object surfaces.”

 

Linear	Encoder	Protects	
Against	Scale	Contamina-
tion
—Heidenhain

 Heidenhain’s redesigned Lida 
400 series exposed linear encoders 
are designed for coordinate measur-
ing machines (CMMs), linear motion 
stages, wafer inspection, waterjet cut-
ting and other applications. The line is 
fully mechanically compatible to the 
previous Lida 400 family, and scanning 
units are interchangeable with older 
graduations. 

Maintaining a 20-micron gradu-
ation and interpolation to 100 times 
available from the scanning unit, the 
encoder system can provide a resolu-
tion of 50 nm and accuracies ranging 
to ±1 micron. In addition, the signal 
quality is improved in this redesign, 
says the company.

Electronic components make the 
single-field scanning principle more 
robust against contamination on the 
scales, where as much as 4 mm of the 
graduation can be blocked, while the 
scanning unit still generates signals 
within specification. 

Other new features include a multi-
colored status LED on the side of the 
scanning unit to indicate the signal 
levels during installation, enabling 
the operator to quickly check encoder 
status. This status LED also indicates 

the reference mark signal quality. For 
the digital TTL versions with interpo-
lation, the interpolation circuits have 
been miniaturized to fit inside of the 
scanning unit housing. 

Streamlined	Multi-Axis	
Milling	Operations
—Mastercam

Mastercam’s X9 Mill software of-
fers expanded machining flexibility 
and an increased emphasis on speed 
and automation; 2D high-speed tool 
paths, 3D enhancements, and multi-
axis features combined with new en-
hancements in a package intended to 
improve shopfloor productivity.

Mastercam X9 supports generic 
radial chip thinning in a number of 

READ Back 
Issues

of CNC-West @
www.cnc-west.com
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www.fixtureworks.net

ONE-TOUCH 
MANUAL 
CLAMPS.

• Easy pressure to engage

• Quick, precise clamping 
for repetitive applications 

• Many styles and sizes 
available from mini to 
heavy duty

• In stock, ready to ship

Call us at 888.794.8687 or 
visit us online for ordering, 
specs and CAD files.

FXW-092 3.375x4.562.indd   1 2/23/16   2:55 PM

applicable mill and mill 3D tool paths, 
making it easier to program efficient 
feeds and speeds while maintaining 
targeted chip thickness. The X9 version 
builds on the Dynamic Motion engine 
and introduces an optional conven-
tional cut feed rate, giving users better 
control of machining dynamics. To 
streamline and simplify workflow, the 
software supports previews for select 
mill tool paths.

Mastercam X9 introduces new con-
tainment boundary options for better 
control over the tool tip and actual tool 
contact point. The “surface high-speed 
hybrid” function now supports two 
ways to treat containment boundaries 
for more control over motion, as well 

as dedicated flat processing. According 
to the company the efficiency of “3D 
HST rest roughing linking” has been 
improved: Linking moves are closer 
to the model, eliminating excessive 
air motion when rest roughing against 
irregular stock shapes.

Users can program multi-axis 
equipment using the new “Multiaxis 
Link” operation, which ensures that re-
position moves between two- through 
five-axis operations are safe and 
collision-free. 

Additional features  include a new 
minimize tilt option for Port Expert; 
2D high-speed peel mill; multi-axis 
tool paths are displayed as normal tool 
motion, thread mill and barrel tool sup-

port have been added; 2D HST Blend 
includes a new cut order; and users can 
now machine from the outside to the 
center or from the center to the outside.

Compact	Addition	to	Its	
Line	of	Laser	Texturing	
Machines
—GF	Machining	Solutions	

 GF Machining Solutions has 
expanded its line of laser texturing 
solutions with the Laser P 400 3-axis 
machine and Laser P 400U 5-axis ma-
chines. The machines provide easy, re-
peatable laser engraving texturing and 
structuring for small parts, such as for 

Salesperson 
Wanted for the 
Los	Angeles	County	Territory	
and	the	Orange	County/	

San	Diego	County	Territory!
Sharp Precision Machine Tools has been 
in business 41 years providing a full line 

of Manual tool room equipment, CNC Mills/ 
Lathes, Fanuc Robotic Loaders and tooling. 

Position includes a base salary, commission, 
car and phone  allowance and full medical and 

dental Insurance. 

Please	send	your	resume	to	
Joe	Bockrath		

	National	Sales	Manager
CNC	and	Robotic	Products
JoeB@Sharp-Industries.com
www.Sharp-Industries.com
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watches, jew-
elry, cutting 
tools,  small 
inserts and mi-
cromachined 
workpieces.

The Laser 
400 family of-
fers infinitely 
r e p e a t a b l e 
high perfor-
mance and is 
very accurate. 
The range’s fully digitized texturing 
process makes it easy to texture, mark, 
engrave and add functional texture to 
parts, molds and dies, even when deal-
ing with complex 3D parts, according 
to the company.

New Products

NOT YOUR FATHER’S DRILLS

www.genswiss.com
(413)562-4800

Available from

...introducing the INOX 370 Series for Stainless

Super-Developed and Refined 
Geometry for Advanced Performance 
in Stainless Steels

Dramatically Lowers Cost Over 
Conventional Drills in Stainless

Diameter Tolerance   -.002mm / -.004mm

Micro Sizes - .5mm thru 3mm Diameter

Integrated Chip Breaker Reduces 
Entangling Stringy Chips

The modular concept of the Laser 
400 family includes a patented, dual 
laser head that includes both a fiber 
nanosecond laser and femtosecond 
pulsed laser. This allows texturing and 
engraving of a surface with a single 
setup, as well as extends the range of 
materials that can be used.

With a footprint of just 48.4” x 
87.8”, the Laser 400 machines are 
easy to incorporate into an existing 
production environment. The Laser P 
400 accommodates workpieces of up 
to 23.6” x 15.7” x 9.8”, while the Laser 
P 400U accommodates workpieces 
with a maximum diameter and height 
of 4.7”.

GF Machining reports the Laser 400 

family is automation ready and allows 
for unattended night and weekend op-
eration. The machines easily partner 
with a System 3R pallet changer.  

CNC	Simulator	for	
Education
—Fanuc	America

 Fanuc America Corporation has 
released the new Fanuc CNC Simu-
lator, bringing the CNC control to 
the classroom and provides students 
with exposure to Fanuc CNC controls 
without the need for a full mill or lathe. 

The Fanuc CNC Simulator is based 
on the Fanuc Series 0i - Model F 
platform and can be operated in either 
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RECRUITING	SPECIALIST
FOR THE MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY

Immediate	Need	for	
Sales,	Service	&	

Application	Engineers
No fee to Applicant

GEORGE	SCHORTZ
818	706-2635

Email:	George@isccnc.	com	

INTERNATIONAL	SEARCH	CONSULTANTS
30827 MAINMAST DRIVE,  AGOURA HILLS, CA. 91301

Visit	Our	Web	Site
www.isccnc.com

milling or turning configurations.  
Students can program the simulator 
as a 3-axis mill or a 2-axis/1-spindle 
turning system. The simulators are 
portable and require only a standard 
wall outlet for power.

The CNC Simulator is a complete 
Fanuc CNC control with a 10.4” LCD 
monitor and a QWERTY keyboard, 
so students will experience the look, 
feel and layout of the control as they 
navigate and program a fully func-
tioning CNC. Students can transfer 
the programs to the machines using 
the built-in Ethernet connections or 
standard Flash ATA or USB interface.    

The Fanuc CNC Simulator comes 
loaded with Fanuc Manual Guide i 
conversational programming interface, 
which allows users to graphically 

generate programs that are simulated 
in 3-D prior to being converted back 
to conventional NC programs and 
used on machine tools. Manual Guide 
i simplifies programming and enhances 
productivity.  By learning process-
oriented conversational programming 
students can focus on machine opera-
tions instead of just G-code.    

Yamazen	Inc.	and	Nachi	
Robotic	Systems,	Inc.	
New	Flex	Robotic	Arm
—Brothers	

  The New Flex-S and Flex-M, 
developed by Yamazen Inc. and Na-
chi Robotic Systems, Inc., provides 
Brother’s customers the advantage to 
increase their production, efficiency 
and profitability by implementing 
robotic capability to the compact ma-
chining center, Speedio. The robotic 
system, Flex-S, is interchangeable 
with the Brother Speedio S300X1, 
S500X1 and the S700X1. The Flex-M 
is available for the M140X1 model. 

Customers with Brother Speedio 
machines will appreciate the benefits 
that the Flex robotic arm can offer 
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www.smartskim.com

√ Extend the life of your 
expensive machining 
coolants

√ Cut dirty coolant 
disposal costs

√ Improve tool life and 
product quality

√ √ Eliminate inefficient 
manual skimming 
processes

√ Remove tramp oils that 
can promote the growth 
of odorous bacteria

The SmartSkim Sump Caddy

608-712-6382 (Western Region)
sales@smartskim.com

CONTACT US AT:

CONTAMINANT
CONTROL FOR
INDUSTRIAL FLUIDS

We manufacture and market:
· Coolant Recycling Systems
· Portable Coolant Recyclers
· Sumpcleaners
· Magnetic Separators

· Coalescing Oil Water 
Separators

· Floating Suction Skimmers

· Custom Filtration Systems

1986 One of the

Multiple versions available to accommodate any budget

ZW3D is an integrated CAD/CAM solution designed for complete
product development

It features the Fastest kernel for Solid-Surface Hybrid Modeling,
Non-solid Mold Parting and Smart CNC Machining Cycles from
2 to 5-axis

     Reap benefits like reduced cost, optimized design workflow
          and improved efficiency.

                    Includes translators for Catia, NX, Creo, Solidworks,
                           Solid Edge, Inventor, Iges, Step, Parasolid,
                                 DXF/DWG, Stl, JT and more.

such as: longer unattended production 
runs, flexible handling of in-feed and 
completed parts, plug & play integra-
tion to Brother Speedio machines,and 
a robot with single & multiple ID/OD 
gripper configurations.

Standard dimensions of the Flex-S 
are 46.25” x 30” x 82” and 67” x30” 
x 87” for the Flex-M.  There are 
three configurations to choose from 
for operation; the standard option is 
2-drawer front, a two 2-drawer/ front 
and back is available for the FLEX-M 
only, and a stacked conveyor option. 
Other customized configurations are 
also available. 

The Flex robotic arm includes an 
integrated robot safety enclosure with 
interlocked access door and structural 
frame connectors to Brother’s Speedio 
CNC machines. Also included with 

Flex is a CFD control with Nachi Smart 
color teach pendant and integrated PLC 
for seamless control and flexibility. 

      An extensive list of functional 
robotic software, standard integrated 
collision detection software with easy 
to use programming language and load/
unload standard sequences is also pro-
vided with on-site and off-site training.

New	11-Axis	Automatic	
Lathe
—Traub

The new Traub TNL32-11 sliding/
fixed headstock automatic lathe has 
a headstock moving in the Z-axis, an 
upper and identical lower turret with 
X, Y, and Z-axes, and a counter spindle 
movable in the X and Z directions. It 
offers a new front working attachment 
which sits on an additional cross-slide 
moving in the X and Z-axes, providing, 
freely positionable tools and enables 
the use of up to three tools, simultane-
ously and independently of each other.  

The front working attachment fea-
tures a CNC circular axis. By the inter-
polation of the rotary axis with the X-
axis and the C-axis of the main spindle, 
the front working attachment can also 
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be used 
in the Y 
d i r e c -
tion us-
ing an 
i n t e r -
polated 
Y-axis. 
T h e 
p a r -
ticular 
benefit: 
when a 
drilling tool needs to be corrected to 
exact center, the necessary correc-
tions can be performed via the CNC 
controller.  

The front working attachment 
makes eight additional tool stations 

New Products

Q-Mark
PROBE STYLI

Use

No waiting.

Use Q-Mark styli with all probe systems.
Order them today and use them tomorrow.
Our styli are made in USA and ready to ship.

Q-Mark Manufacturing Inc.
Rancho Santa Margarita CA 
ISO 9001:2008 registered

www.cmms.com
949-457-1913

Scan here for 
a free catalog

and poster.

Next Day Service
Since 1992

★•
Los Angeles

Simi ValleySimi Valley

Our Simi Valley, CA  
warehouse offers quick  
delivery on replacement 

parts for all waterjet  
systems including:

Barton International
USA/Canada 800.741.7756  
email:   info@barton.com
web: store.barton.com

       ® genuine parts

 KMT®    Jet Edge®  

 Nozzles & Mixing Tubes 

 Ultra High-Pressure Parts & More

Enjoy FREE SHIPPING  
on orders over $300
at store.barton.com

Waterjet Parts 
Closer Than 
You Think

available. Four of them are used to 
mount fixed tools, the other four are 
for live tools. There is also a station 
for a workpiece gripper.  

 The tool drive in the front working 
attachment has an output of up to 3.4 
kW and a maximum speed of 12,000 
rpm. The tool holders have a mounting 
shank diameter of 36 mm. Individually 
controllable coolant pressure of up to 
80 bar is available at every station. One 
live station can be used as a deep-hole 
drilling station with a coolant supply up 
to 120 bar. The front working attach-
ment can also be used as a tailstock.   

  Tool turret indexing is performed 
using an NC rotary axis that controls 
movement via an internally meshing 
planetary gear. This allows the turret 

to be indexed to any position with-
out requiring a mechanical locking 
mechanism.

Another highlight is the “Dual 
Drive”, consisting of two drive trains 
integrated within one turret.  

 

Enhanced	3-D	Measure-
ment	Software
—Verisurf

Verisurf Software, Inc. has an-
nounced the release of Verisurf X9, 
software for 3-D measurement. The re-
lease includes the addition of Verisurf 
SOLIDS, a complete 3-D solid model-
ing application, as well as productivity 
enhancements to each of the modules 
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Booth # NC-411

that comprise the Verisurf solution 
- CAD, MEASURE, ANALYSIS 
and REVERSE. Three components, 
which were previously cost add-ons, 
are now included in the Verisurf CAD 
module: creation and editing of solid 
models, raster-to-vector conversion of 
images and photos, true shape nesting 
of 3-D geometry for use in composite 
materials, 3-D printing and other ap-
plications.

Speed Menu options for point cloud 
and mesh objects are designed to re-
duce the time necessary to scan, align 
and inspect part data. In the improved 
point cloud display with shading, the 
fine details of live scans appear in real-
time, as the data is collected. Analysis 
functionality has been optimized for 

increased speed and accuracy when 
using large scan data with the capabil-
ity to process and display one million 
points per second in real-time. These 
enhanced capabilities have enabled 
productivity features, including a “Do 
It” icon to run the macro for quick 
alignment, registration, analysis and 
reporting.

The Verisurf Software functional-
ity and added features are designed to 
make stationery coordinate measuring 
machines (CMMs), portable CMMs 
and 3-D scanners more productive for 
automated inspection, guided assembly 
and reverse engineering. “Built on a 
powerful CAD platform, Verisurf Soft-
ware provides a variety of manufactur-
ing measurement solutions to meet the 

needs of the quality lab and in-process 
applications on the shop floor,” said a 
company spokesperson.

Software	For	Borehole	
Deviation	Monitoring	
Systems	
—Renishaw

Renishaw’s Boretrak Viewer is the 
new version of stand-alone software 
for use with the company’s Cabled Bo-
retrak and Rodded Boretrak borehole 
deviation measurement systems.These 
measurement probes are designed to 
support a variety of drilling operations 
by providing borehole deviation analys 

Manufacturing & Accounting 
Solutions Since 1990

330.650.4212
www.HenningSoftware.com

For Job Shops 
& Precision 
Manufacturers 

Your Job Just Got Easier!

•  Fast & Efficient 
Estimating/Quoting

• Visual Scheduling

• Bar Code Routers

• Real-Time Job Costing

• Integrated Quality

• Gauge Management

•  Multi-Window 
Navigation

•  Visual Books™ 
Integrated Accounting 
or QuickBooks™ 
Interface

LIVE ACCESS ANYWHERE!

•  iVET™ Mobile APP for
Smartphones & Tablets

•  Executive Dashboard

•  Information Shop 
Kiosk™

ERP Shop 
Management 
Software

0c/100m/30y/50k

0c/45m/14y/23k

6c/0m/0y/47k

6c/0m/0y/47k

100c/0m/35y/40k

45c/0m/16y/18k

“ We partnered with Henning Software over 19 years ago. 
Their evolution of products continues to increase our 
Efficiency, Productivity, and Growth in our business.” 

Mark Erickson, President - Highland Products, Mentor, OH
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Machineshopweb.com
Americanmachineshops.com

Boothlocation.com

is required to make fast and informed 
decisions. “By using Boretrak to sur-
vey drill holes, any deviation from 
the intended path can be measured 
, monitored and addressed in order 
to achieve safer and more efficiently 
planned drilling and blasting,” said a 
company spokesperson.

“Downloading borehole data is now 
simpler and more intuitive with fewer 
steps required to access the required 
information, as it automatically recog-
nizes probe and data type,” continued 
the spokesperson. It offers single-click 
report generation on all holes within 
a project, has a full project directory 
structure accessible with the software, 
features flexibility of raw data usage 
and can export data as DXF, custom 

ASCII or PHD (for importing to blast 
design packages).

Boretrak Viewer is compatible with 
previous generations of Cabled and 
Rodded Boretrak, as well as Windows 
7 / 8 /8. 1 / 10.

New	XPV	&	XPVS	Carbide	
End	Mills
—Supermill®

   Supermill, LLC, announces the 
new XPV series for roughing or fin-
ishing of titanium and other difficult 
materials featuring 4 flute design with 
variable helix, variable pitch and pro-
gressive rake angles, full eccentric re-
lief, sharp or radius corners and AlCrN 

coa t ing . 
The new 
XPVS se-
ries is de-
signed for 
roughing 
or finish-
ing steel 
and stain-
less alloys 
and offers 
the same 
features as the XPV. 

The company reports that both ultra 
performance series carbide end mills 
produce quieter and smoother cuts at 
increased speeds and feeds resulting 
in higher production rates. In addition 
XPV and XPVS performance features 
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When We Say
“LIVE TOOLING”

We Mean It!

16 E. Piper Lane  •  Suite 129  •  Prospect Heights, IL 60070
847-749-0633  •  info@heimatecinc.com  •  www.heimatecinc.com
Preben Hansen, President   

When We Say
“LIVE TOOLING”

We Mean It!

Heimatec, a name you may 
not know…but you soon will.  
Great reputations have a way 
of spreading.  
A leading German supplier of live 
tooling, Heimatec offers a wide 
assortment of tools for CNC lathes 
and machining centers, plus the 
U-TEC® quick change system, 
toolholders, multi-spindle drilling 
heads, specialty tools and more.

Application engineering, dealer and 
end user training from our Chicago 
headquarters, plus a nationwide 
network of quality machine tool 
reps and dealers to serve you.

NEW…LITERATURE DOWN-
LOADS ON LIVE TOOLING FOR 
BRAND-SPECIFIC MACHINES…
OKUMA, MAZAK, HAAS, 
NAKAMURA AND MORE!   

Heimatec Ad5223—CNCwest—2016

CA/NV Contact:
www.nextgentooling.com

(916) 765-4227
nextgentooling@gmail.com

New Products

Convert your 3-axis 
CNC machining center to 

full 5-axis capability 
at a fraction of the cost 

of dedicated 5-axis machines!
See it in action at www.5-Axis.com

allow for taking heavier cuts for less 
passes, shorter cycle times and offer-
ing greater tool life. Standard cutting 
diameters range from 1/8” to 1”and are 
available from stock.

MunchMan®	II	Chip	and	
Scrap	Removal	Conveyor
—Jorgensen	Conveyors

The new conveyor is an improved 
release of a unique and very effec-
tive chip and scrap removal conveyor 
for the machine tool industry. The 
MunchMan®II is proving to be a suc-
cessful way to manage the long stringy 
and bird’s nest chips generated by high 
speed turning and milling operations.    

The MunchMan® II employs a 
unique twin-stacked conveyor arrange-
ment at the lower curve and through 
the incline and chip discharge of the 
system. The primary and secondary 
belts run in opposite directions to 
grab hold of chips, compact them and 
securely carry them up steep inclines, 
eliminating the risk of conveyor jams 
caused by chip balls tumbling back 
down the conveyor.

     Another plus is Jorgensen’s pat-
ent pending drive system which allows 
just one gear motor to run both drive 
shafts. It is  controled with their exclu-
sive UVS Ecologic® conveyor control 
with JamManager™ which automati-
cally reverses to clear jams by itself.

     

The MunchMan® II can be de-
signed to effectively fit into most of 
today’s CNC lathes and machining

centers, and according to Jorgensen 
Conveyors has little or no effect on the 
space required vs. traditional single 
belt chip conveyors.
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3305 EDISON WAY, FREMONT, CA, 94538.  

 P)510-249-1000 F)510-249-9265.	
Showroom	open		M-F	8:00	to	5:00
www.PERMACH.com

Your Northern 
California Distributor 

For 

Call us for a quote
www.PioneerNA.com
(866)593-6611

sales@PioneerNA.com

TNT models        
TNT100 / TNT170 / TNT250JNC Models        

JNC140 / JNC170 / JNC200 / JNC250

EDM Rotary Table Starting at : 

The Most Affordable EDM Rotary Table Ever.

UNBEATABLE QUALITY
INCREDIBLE PRICE

$15,900

Enhanced-Capability	
Feather	Probe	
Measurement	Sensor	
—OGP®

OGP® (Optical Gaging Products), 
a division of Quality Vision Interna-
tional (QVI®), offers enhanced mea-
surement capability with its Feather 
Probe™ micro-metrology sensor.

Feather Probe is one of the many 
specialized sensors available in the 
OGP multisensor toolbox. This tactile 
probe uses resonance as its trigger 
mode. Feather Probe tips can be as 
minimal as 100 microns in diameter, 
and exhibit trigger forces well below 1 
milligram. These characteristics make 
Feather Probe perfect for measuring 
extremely small features, as well as 
fragile or easily-deformed features. 
Typically protected behind a cover 

when not in use, Feather Probe styli 
can be automatically deployed into the 
measurement area whenever needed, 
and retracted out of the way when not.

One significant enhancement to 
Feather Probe is Dynamic Resonance 
Mode. With Dynamic Resonance, the 
controller constantly monitors probe 
resonance to detect potential environ-
mental effects such as temperature, air 
motion, and vibration. With such tiny 
probes and miniscule probe forces, 
these external factors can have an ad-
verse effect on measurement accuracy. 
When such a resonance-altering effect 
is detected, the controller dynamically 
adjusts Feather Probe resonance to 
eliminate the external influences.

Feather Probe is also equipped with 
an improved deployment mechanism. 
This deployment mechanism, which 

moves the probe into and out of the 
measurement area, now seats securely 
into a robust kinematic mounting sys-
tem, ensuring improved atability.

           Feather Probe is compatible 
with QVI ZONE3®, MeasureMind® 
3D MultiSensor and VMS metrology 
software platforms. ZONE3, QVI’s 
premium CAD-based 3D metrology 
software, features a clear, simple user 
interface, and its kinematic model 
simulates the machine, part, fixtures, 
and measuring sensor, updated in real 
time. Built-in productivity maximizing 
tools, integrated GD&T functionality, 
and visual validation of measurement 
intent offer speed and power to the 
measurement process. ZONE3 sup-
ports simultaneous use of multiple 
sensors, making appropriate tools 
available for  measurement tasks.  

Product Parade
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Contract	First	Article
Inspection	Service

Quality	dimensional	inspection	performed
using	coordinate	measuring	machines	and

non-contact	video	equipment.
NEWARK, CA  
510-744-4100

SANTA ANA, CA.
714-545-6337

Product Parade
Display	Unit	for	Linear	
Scales
—Mitutoyo

The KA-200 counter from Mitu-
toyo America is a multiple feature, 
intuitive display unit for linear scales. 
The latest version of the KA-200 
counter has many features includ-
ing absolute and incremental modes, 
non-linear error compensation, func-
tion lock, adjustable LED intensity, 
multiplier function and an option to 
output directly to spreadsheets using 
a USB card.

A large, crisp display allows the op-
erator to read the numbers at a glance. 
In addition, an improved sub-display 
makes it easy to navigate through pa-
rameters. Switch between absolute and 
incremental modes with the push of a 

button. Each mode offers 10 presets. 
A function lock holds the settings and 
prevents accidental changes of settings. 
A calculator function allows operators 
to calculate angles, distances and other 
measurements.

Encoder	For	Every	
Application
—Heidenhain

Whether small, large, singleturn 
or multiturn, optical or inductive, 
whether with or without integral bear-
ing: Heidenhain’s program of rotary 
encoders offers solution for any task 
and requirement. Either with inductive 
scanning or with optical scanning—
both types of rotary encoders from 
Heidenhain offer high control-loop 

performance and system accuracy for 
each application. There are also vari-
ants with functional safety and with 
mechanical fault exclusion. 

 Of great significance for the suit-
ability of Heidenhain’s rotary encoders 
is that in many cases the mounting di-
mensions of the inductive variants are 
compatible with the optically scanned 
rotary encoders. The mechanical and 
electrical compatibility achieved this 
way makes it possible to select from 
the Heidenhain program the suitable 
rotary encoder for the specific con-
trol requirements of the application 
and minimize the number of motor 
systems.

The permissible mechanical toler-
ance of the current inductively scanned 
series has also been greatly extended, 
for example by a factor of 2 for the 

Do	you	Sell	Turning	
Equipment	or	Turning	
Related	Accessories?

	If	so	you	might	consider	an	ad	in	
the	June/July	Turning	Issue	of

	CNC-West,	
Call	714-840-1300
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• Boring Bars • Step Reamers
• Broaches  • Step Drills 
• Half Rounds • Spade Drills
• Hard to Find Swiss and 
 Escomatic Tools
Short Lead Time and 
 Competitive Prices

Tel:	714-995-3688	•	Fax:	208-664-8887	
Darmaktool@gmail.com
WWW.DarmakTool.com

OIL MIST AND SMOKE
IN YOUR SHOP?

www.mistcollectors.com
1-800-645-4174

Low-Cost, Highly Efficient
Mist and Smoke Collectors
Designed Specifically for

the Metalworking Industry

Product Parade

permissible axial motion. For easy 
evaluation of the mechanical mount-
ing, the encoders generate a valuation 
number, which the servo inverter reads 
out the purely serial EnDat interface. 

In addition, rotary encoders from 
Heidenhain also support monitor-
ing of the temperature in the rotary 
encoder as well as in the motor. An 
integrated temperature sensor monitors 
the temperature in the rotary encoder. 
An external temperature sensor in the 
motor winding can be connected to the 
rotary encoder. Without interrupting 
the control cycle, the rotary encoders 
evaluate data from the two sensors and 
the subsequent electronics can read 
out the data digitally via the EnDat 
2.2 interface.

Custom	Designed	Special	
Angle	Heads	From	Alberti
—Koma	Precision

Koma Precision, Inc. offers custom 
designed angle heads manufactured 
by Alberti. These special application 
heads fit all industries across the board. 
For over 35 years, Alberti has been pro-
viding an innovative range of products 
that are extremely reliable and enable 
manufacturing to strict tolerances. 

Fixed angle heads, offset angle 
heads, multiple output heads, long 
reach angle heads are just a few ex-
amples of Alberti’s design and manu-
facturing capabilities. 

All Alberti angle head spindles are 
manufactured from one solid piece 
of hardened steel which the company 
reports increases resistance to bending 
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Product Parade
stress by 25%. This also enables the 
tools reach higher RPM without vibra-
tions, thus resulting in higher speed and 
precision. The unique angular contact 
bearings ensure perfect concentricity 
and stability required to achieve higher 
performance of machining operations. 
The superior mechanical seals and 
gears are researched and developed at 
the Alberti Engineering and Technol-
ogy Center. 

Universal	Measuring	Ma-
chines	for	Medical	Manu-
facturing
—Zoller

  The smarTcheck is a universal 
measuring device for tool inspec-

tion. It can be used before and after 
sharpening for measurement work in 
transmitted light and vertical lighting 
contexts. This makes it easy to check 
and measure all tool geometries and 
to log results in accordance with ap-
plicable directives.

“To document quality features 
on external geometry measured in 

transmitted light, and for the detailed 
parameters resulting from grinding ge-
ometry (e.g., face geometries on drill-
ing tools or other detailed information), 
companies in the medical technology 
sector have used the genius 3 universal 
measuring machine,” said a company 
spokesperson. As well as individual 
criteria, the duties of this universal 
measuring machine include precise, 
fully automatic complete checks of 
tools. Interfaces to tool grinding ma-
chines for direct data exchange and 
for automatic correction of the grind-
ing machine are all now technical 
features. “High-tech materials assure 
a high level of measuring stability 
and optimum suitability for use under 
production conditions, even when not 
used in an air-conditioned room,” said 
the spokesperson.
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Washington state aerospace supplier Janicki 

industries will help build the Air Force’s 
next-generation B-21 bomber. But the company’s 
big brother, Boeing company, won’t be join-
ing the party.

In March the Air Force announced seven com-
panies nationwide that will support Northrop 
Grumman in building the stealthy new bomber, 
a project that’s estimated to cost upwards 
of $23 billion.

CoorsTek Medical Enters the 
U.S. Hip Implant Market, Plans 
Expansion

Hip replacement implants using ceramic made 
by CoorsTek Medical won federal approval for 
domestic use in March, giving the company 
its first U.S. toehold and prompting moves to 
expand its manufacturing in Golden.

CoorsTek Medical isn’t disclosing the name 
of the company making the hip implant receiv-
ing U.S. Food & Drug Administration approval.

CoorsTek Medical makes ball sockets, known 
as femoral heads, using specialized ceramic 
material, called CeraSurf. They’re part of 
another manufacturer’s hip implant systems.

The implant’s femoral head — the ball that 
fits into a patient’s hip socket — is made 
using a special zirconia-hardened ceramic 
CoorsTek Medical developed in Grand Junction 
and will manufacture into products at com-
mercial scale in Golden.

Northrop Awarded Modification 
For Global Hawk

Northrop Grumman Systems Corp., San Diego, 
California, has been awarded a modification 
to previously awarded contract for Global 
Hawk Block Lot 11 production. Contractor will 
provide for the retrofit of eight Block 30I 
aircraft to Block 30M capable aircraft. Work 
will be performed at San Diego, California, 
and is expected to be complete by Dec. 30, 
2017.

Taylor-Dunn Acquired
 Minneapolis-based Polaris Industries Inc. 

acquired Taylor-Dunn Manufacturing Co. in 
Anaheim on undisclosed terms.

Continued	on	page	98......

General Atomics ASI Tests 
Predator B Designed for Longer 
Range Missions

San Diego, CA area General Atomics Aero-
nautical Systems Inc. recently announced the 
first flight of a longer-endurance Predator B 
unmanned aircraft with extended wings. The 
new wings give the aircraft 48 percent more 
flight time or greater, as well as the abil-
ity to carry more objects under the wings.

GA-ASI used its own funds to develop the 
aircraft.

The first flight, on Feb. 18 at the com-
pany’s Gray Butte Flight Test Facility in 
Palmdale,California took the aircraft to 
7,500 feet. Subsequent testing will take it 
to a higher’ altitude.

The new aircraft has a 79-foot wingspan. 
A conventional Predator B has a 66-foot 
wingspan.

Aerojet to Build Air Force Rock-
et Engines

Aerojet Rocketdyne Holdings Inc. announced 
March 1 it is partnering with the United 
Launch Alliance and the U.S. Air Force on a 
new rocket engine to launch military payloads 
into Earth orbit. 

The AR1 engine would replace the Russian-
built RD-180 engines currently used for 
launches of Atlas V rockets. 

Key members of the AR1 design team work 
out of Aerojet Rocketdyne’s Chatsworth, Ca. 
campus. Design and fabrication on the engine, 
including the use of 3-D printers to make 
parts, is being done in the San Fernando 
Valley as well. 

The agreement between Aerojet Rocketdyne, 
in Sacramento, United Launch Alliance, in 
Centennial, Colo., and the Air Force is 
valued at $804 million for the engines that 
will be delivered by the end of 2019. 

Janicki Wins, Boeing Loses 
in Northrop Contracts for Air 
Force B-21 Bomber 

Janicki’s 150-ton autoclave, the largest 
in Washington state outside Boeing, may have 
been key to win the contract to supply the 
B-21 bomber.
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Taylor-Dunn, founded in 1949, makes com-
mercial and industrial vehicles, including 
airport baggage tow tractors and electric 
bellman carts for hospitality sector. The 
company counts about 200,000 of its vehicles 
in use. It will keep offices and manufactur-
ing facilities in Orange County and operate 
as a standalone brand.

Polaris brings “strong capabilities in 
innovation and continuous improvement,” 
and “access to larger-volume resources,” 
said Taylor-Dunn Chairman Jim Goodwin in a 
statement, adding “I am confident this com-
bination will bring new opportunities not 
only for Taylor-Dunn, but also for the com-
pany’s dealer network and its community of 
end users.”

Polaris has a market value of about $6.2 
billion. It designs, manufactures and mar-
kets off-road vehicles, snowmobiles and 
motorcycles.  

Boeing Forecast that Latin 
American Will Be Big Market 
For Them

Boeing has forecast that Latin American 
airlines will need 3,050 new aircraft valued 
at $350 billion in the next two decades, 
tripling the region’s current fleet size.

“Over the long term, Latin American econo-
mies will grow faster than the rest of the 
world,” Boeing president-Latin America Donna 
Hrinak said. “This growth will create in-
creased passenger traffic in the region and 
drive Latin American airlines to expand and 
compete for business that has traditionally 
been dominated by foreign operators.” 

To meet increased passenger traffic, Boe-
ing said the region will require more than 
2,500 new single-aisle aircraft over the next 
20 years, reflecting the continued growth of 
low-cost carriers and further expansion of 
networks in the region.

Tesla Has Already Pre-Sold 
140,000 of Its New Cars

  Electric car company, Tesla Motors, re-
ceived 140,000 advance orders for its new 
Model 3 just a few hours after unveiling the 
vehicle, reports NPR. It’s priced at $35,000 
and is expected to be released in 2017.

New Company in Sparks, Nevada
Sparks opened their arms to a new employer 

as a Canadian manufacturer of industrial equip-
ment and lift systems announced the opening of 
its U.S. headquarters in the city.

Cam-Concept USA’s new headquarters, which 
is located at Glendale Avenue, will also ini-
tially serve as a distribution location for 
the company’s products currently being made 
in Quebec.

“If everything goes as planned, we will begin 
manufacturing in Sparks around the second half 
of 2016,” said Jacques Simard, Cam-Concept USA 
vice president.

The company says it will hire 10 employees 
with wages averaging more than $28 per hour. 
Positions being sought include sales, machin-
ists, welders and engineers.

Raytheon Inks $270M Missile 
Contract with US Navy

The Standard Missile-6 is a triple-threat 
weapon used by the Navy for three missions: 
anti-air warfare, sea-based terminal and anti-
surface warfare. The tri-mission capability 
of SM-6 continues to emphasize its value by 
providing additional capability beyond its 
original intended mission.

The new batch adds to the 250 missiles Ray-
theon has built in Tucson and finished in its 
Huntsville, Alabama, facility.

Irvine, CA. Engineering Firm 
Purchased  

 Irvine-based Excalibur Engineering, Inc. 
was acquired April 1 by Transcat Inc. in Roch-
ester, New York, for $7.35 million in cash. 
Excalibur, a provider of test equipment and 
calibration services in Southern California 
and Denver, posted about $8 million in annual 
revenue. 

Transcat provides calibration and compli-
ance services to the pharmaceutical, medical 
device, biotechnology, life science and aero-
space industries. 

              The deal raises Transcat’s 
profile in Southern California, adds accounts in 
the highly regulated life science and aerospace 
markets, and allows the company to add calibra-
tion products for high-end electronics, said 
president and chief executive Lee D. Rudow. 
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• Innovative Designs
• Low Cutting Forces
• Optimized Grades
• Excellent Stability 
• Advanced Chip Geometries

Innovation
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The small vmc that you 
can move to the work

MAKE YOUR PEOPLE AND  
MACHINES MORE PRODUCTIVE

• 14”x12”x17” travel

• 30”x48” footprint

• 8-station tool changer

• 3 HP

• ProtoTRAK TMX control

Instantly increase vmc capacity and productivity:
• Can be used by your people with almost no training

• Will increase throughput of primary machines by offloading second operations

 
EASY TO PROGRAM.   EASY TO RUN.   EASY TO MOVE TO THE LABOR. 



POWERFULEASY

877-920-2703
www.acu-rite.com

Faster set-ups, shorter run times and a major boost in productivity 
are just one “powerful easy” retrofit away. Our new MILLPWRG2 
control and retrofit kits can turn just about any knee mill into a 
powerhouse money-maker. 

USB and Ethernet compatible, it features a bright 12.1" high 
resolution display, 1.4 GHz processor and plenty of programming 
capabilities – estimated runtimes, expanded tool/datum offsets, 
enhanced tool paths, plus a dxf converter.

Make the MILLPWRG2 your go-to choice for CNC retrofits, today!

It’s just that powerful. It’s just that easy.

MILLPWRG2Powerful yet easy to operate 
CNC retrofit systems for 
knee mills and bed mills.
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